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Title word cross-reference

(2, 2) [KSSY12, LTC+15b], (K, N) [Bai10, YC11], (n, t, n) [LHYZ12], (t, n) [QD16, ZPWY12]. 0 [XHX+17]. 1 [XHX+17]. 1, 2, 3 [SMDS11]. 11 [LJ17]. 13 [Blo15]. 2 [DBPS12, EAA+16, ESS12, JR13, MCDB12, PGLL10, WY12]. 22 [MNP12]. 2k [Sun16]. 3 [AP10, CG12b, DWWZ12, FWS13, GZHD12, GH11a, KWS+12, LJ17, LJ15, MKH+12, RS16, SS10b, SS12a, SGS14, WSSO12, tWmC12, YT11a, Yi14, YPRI17]. 32 × 32 [SA14]. 3 × 3 [ÁMVZ12]. 4 [COP14, DWZ12, HLYS14]. $49.00$ [Sch15a]. 8 [LPO+17]. $89$ [APPVP15]. = [JJUW10]. 2 [PYH+18]. 2 [YNX+16]. 3 [LHM14]. MT [HRB13]. α [TTL10]. c [KRDH13]. d [QD16]. d × d [KA17]. t [ZTL15]. $F_p + \nu F_p$ [WGF16]. γ [DWZ12]. $GF(2^[x])$ [SF12]. $GF(2^n)$ [SKH15]. $GF(2^n)$ [LBOX12]. K [FXP12, FR16, CHX13, ZHT16]. $L(1/4 + o(1))$ [Jou13]. M [MMSD13, OS11]. $F_{q^{k^200}}$ [AMORH13]. $F_q$ [SS13]. $\mathcal{NP}$ [HN10]. $GF(q)$ [LPdS10]. LWE [BV14]. μ [Jia14a]. N [FR16]. n × k(k ≥ n/2) [MC11]. O(d13) [KA17]. O(n2) [KS11]. P [DG17]. ±1 [HJM+14]. q [GMS11]. S [LJ15]. t [HJM+11, Ob11]. w [Kre13].

-trimmed [TTL10].

.onion [Boy16].

0.13um [KLM+12].

1 [AAE+14, Ano15b, BH15, Bar16, CGCS12, Ful10, MSas12, SKP15]. 1-58488-551-3 [Ful10]. '10 [Ano10]. 1024 [Bro17, Win17]. 128 [LW11a, Wes16, Ano10].
2D [HIDFGPC15].

3 [ABM+12, jCPB+12, Ful10, LC17]. 30th [Rab10]. 31st [PJ12]. 348-bit [MMN12].
3GPP [FPBG14].


5G [CML+18, FMA+18]. 5th [BYL10, vDKS11].

6 [Ano17b, Bai12, Mur10]. 65th [Nac12].

72 [HYS18]. 768-bit [KFL+10].
al-Qaeda [Mac14, Keb15].

Alan [CS12, Don14, Hel17, LCKBJ12].

Algebra [Xie12, BS15, Bul10b, CFR11, DWZ12, FGPGP14].

Algorithm [ABCL17, Ano11b, AK14, BGTJ14, BKLS18, CNR14, jCPB+12, ESS12, GKSBI7, JHL12, JSZS12, JHHN12, JL16, KB10, LL11, LT14a, LLL17a, MRL+18, NdMMW16, NV10, RR11, RVRSCM12, WHZ12, WZCC18, YPR11, YH16, ZSW+12, Ant14, BGJT13, BMB16, CG12b, Chm10, EEAZ13, JK13, Jou13, KY10, KHMB13, LC17, LR15, MS12a, MM14b, MNM+16, MN14, PGLL10, PA10, PC14, SH11, SLM10, SWW+17, jT12b, TTL10, W0GZ+12, XTK10, YWL+17, ZLW+12, ZL12, ACZ16, ZOC10].

Algorithmic [GO17, AY12].

Algorithmics [Gas13].

Algorithms [AMKA17, AB10b, BCG12a, BJ10, CN12, GP17, KRDH13, MR14a, MM17, TKM12, WH18, YS15, ZW15, AGHP14, Fri10a, Mac12, NACLR12, NC13, O010, O018, Xie12].

Alignment [Don14, IA15].

Almost-Tight [GDCC16].

Almost-Universal [BKST18].

Alterna [SMOP15].

Alternating [BKL12, CN12].

American [Sch12a, Mun17].

Analyses [ZPXX17].

Analysis [ABS+12, ARP12, BR17, BBB+16a, BC14, BS14, BKLS18, CFE16, CCG+16, CGL+12, DMR15, FSFW11, GZZ+13, GMC16, GLG12, HC12, HHH+13, HZWW17, HB17, IBM13a, IS12, JT12a, KE19, KOP12, Kre13, LPS12, LTKP16, LCK11, LLW16, LGLL12, MD12b, MAS16, MRTV12, MR10, NDC+13, NSA15, NAL17, PH12a, PFS12, PS14, RZZ+15, Rao10, RBS+17, SK11, SY15a, SR12a, Sh11, SZDL14, SCGW+14, VKC15, WDDW12, YZLC12, Zh15, ZAG19, Aia15, AFC16, AN15, BNY14, CFH+13, CFL13, DMV15, DK17, DW+13, DMT12, FTV+10, FAA+18, FHM+12, HM10, Lan11, MFH13, NLYZ12, PPA18, PL16, QGGL13, RITF+11, SKEG14, TQL+14, TLMM13, Ts013, VS11, Ven14, ZK17].

Analysis-Based [RZZ+15].

Android [Chi13a, EBFK13, FHM+12, SFE10].

Android-Powered [SFE10].

Angle-Based [ZPWW16].

Angular [pNyWyY+14].

Anisotropic [ZZJC14].

Anonymity-Based [HEC+12].

Anonymity-preserving [AIB+16].

 anonymization [XTK10].

 anonymous [TMK11].

Anonymous [CG12a, CZLC12a, CC17, Ch12, DX12, FHH10b, FH18, HLT+15, KP18, LIK+17, LZ14, Muf16, Per13, RSN14, TKS10, Wan14, WX+17, WYML16, ZJ14, ZMW16, AICK18, AT11, BT18, CCSW11, Chi13a, CG11, FSGW12, GTSS19, HL14, ISC+16, LNK+18b, LHM14, LLY15, LY14, MYRR13, QMC17, VS11, WLS14, YZL+18].

ANSI
[Ano15d, BRS17, BMS12, Bro17, CJP12, DSM15, FXP+17, zGXW12, GV14b, GDCC16, HCTTPL+12, HLAZ15, JHL12, JKP12, LLSW16, LGL+12, LJ17, LCLW17, LWKP12, LWPF12, MS12b, Pud12, SP13, SDM+12, WLC12, XJWW13, Ano17a, Blo15, BNST17, CJP15, DDFR13, FLZ+12, Goo12, KA17, LLY+12a, LC13, LYHH14, LWKP14, MBB11, MNP12, NZL+15, SB17, SXL16, WYL13]. attacker [PLGMCdF18]. Attackers [BL15]. Attacks [ARP12, Ano17e, BGK12, BFK16, BKBK14, Che15, CMA14, DGI15, DHLAW10, DHB16, EWS14, GPT14, HLL18, Hay13, HRS16, JSK+16, JWJ+17, KNR10, LLC11, LWZ12, LCJC14, LCL17b, MD12b, PYM+13, PS12, Sas12, SEY14, SY15a, SP15a, SH15, SVG16, SGH15, WW14, WHN+12, XNG+14, YL17, YCM+13, ZLQ15, ZHS+19, AATM18, BBP13, BVB12, BSR+14, CGH17, dCCSM+12, DCAT12, DJL+12, DK17, Dra16, EA12, FTV+10, FIO15, GPP+16, GBNM11, KM10a, KPS10, LWK11, NDNR13, OF11, PX13, SG+17, TK19, TS16a, TY16b, TLL13, VS11, WWBC14, XWDN12]. attempt [Fel13]. attestation [FQZF18]. ATtiny [EGG+12]. Attribute [AAC+16, AHW+12, BFK+10, Boy13, CD16, CGL18, FHR14, GZZ+13, GSW+16, Gl12, GVW15, HSMY12, Her14, KGP12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJJL12, LYZ+13, LHL+14, LAL+15, LHL15, LW16, OT12, PPA18, PB12, RVH+16, Rao17, SSW12, TMY+17, WDC18, WHL15, XMLC13, XWJ16, XHX+17, ZPM+15, ZQQ15, ZSM17, AHW+12, CDL18, Her14, WHL16, WPS15, YC12, YZZ+16, ZHZ18, YSM12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJLC12, LYY+13, LHL+14, LAL+15, LHL15, LW16, PB12, RVH+16, WPS15, YC12, YZZ+16, ZHZ18, YSM12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJLC12, LYY+13, LHL+14, LAL+15, LHL15, LW16, PB12, RVH+16, Rao17, SSW12, TMY+17, WDC18, WHL15, XMLC13, XWJ16, XHX+17, ZPM+15, ZQQ15, ZSM17, AHW+12, CDL18, Her14, WHL16, CPPT18, HZL18, HYS18, HKHK13, JSMG18, LCL+15, LFZ+17, LFWS15, LY15, LJW+17, LJWY18, LDZW19, QRW+18, RD17, XWS17, YCT15, ZML17]. Attribute-Hiding [OT12, ZWM14]. Attributes [CG12a, Yon11, LCL+17a]. Attribution [XHC+12, FNP+15]. Auction [Con10, HJM+11]. auctions [MR14c, QS18]. Audience [DTE17]. Audio [Ber18, DA12, FM15, GCK12, HGT15, KD12a, KD12b, LSL12b, NXH+17, TC10, gWpNyY+14, XNG+14, XNRG15, ZS12, LSQ11a, SKEG14, yWpNyL11, YQH12]. Audit [YNR12b]. Auditing [LMD16, TCN+17, YYS+16, YXA+16]. August [AB10a, JY14, MV12, Rab10]. Austin [IEE13]. Authentic [HLT+15, SZMK13]. Authenticate [HM12]. Authenticated [Al12, BCO13, BDMLN16, CL16, CNY14, CCS14, CRE+12, DS11, EAA12, ESP12, FVS17, FLL12, GPP+12, GL12, GZ12, HC12, HL10a, HCL+14, HEC+12, KMY18, LHKR10, LY16, LHL1b, LCCJ13, LTT10, MR14a, MMY12, MMS17b, MHKS14, MSU13, PT16, Sar10b, Smi11b, Tan11, TW14, XLM+12, XCH+12, XGLM14, XZLW15, YS12, YLJ13, YRT+16, Yon12, ZPZ+16, ZXH16, AIB+16, CT13, FA14b, FIO15, GPN+12, GLM+11, HPC12, HWB12, HL11, HPY10, ISC+16, KMTG12, LWS10, LHH11, LML+13, NCL13, Nos11, Nos14, PPT15, PJ18, SMB10, TCS14, Tso13, TKHK14, WZM12a, WZM12b, WTT12, XWXC14, XCL13, XWZ+18, YCY12, YZZ+14, YZL+18, ZT16, ZXWA18, ZG10, ZZZC15]. Authenticating [BS12, CHX13, GRL12, OKG+12, RPG12, WY12, ZCWS15, Cer18, LFGGCCRP14, PGLL10, ZLDD14]. Authentication [ASO14, AAZ+16, ACAT+15, AUMT16,
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789-_ /:.,;!?@#%^&*()[]{}<>~`|\+=\[]
BJR⁺14, KKK⁺16]. Automatic
[MMP19, WW12]. Automation
[BGK12, IEE11a, KPP16]. Automotive
[LMS16, MPM⁺17]. autonomous [BT18].
Auxiliary [DMS⁺16, DL12, GHWH17, XXZ12, YCZY12]. Auxiliary-Input
[XZ12]. Availability
[CK11, ADF12, CFVP16]. Available
[Ano16d]. AVC [JSZS12, JH1N12, LW13c]. average [Lim11, YL11]. avoid [CFZ⁺10]. Avoidance
[RVH⁺16]. avoiding [BHCdFR12]. AVR [LPO⁺17]. award [Ano16g, Orm16]. Aware
[BCF16, LMMH14, LSL16, QLL17, Wan13, ZFH⁺18]. Awareness
[MSas12, Li10, MSas13]. axiomatic [AT10].

B [Tan12a]. B-Spline [Tan12a]. Back
[KRM⁺10, SKS⁺18, YZLC12, Ran10].
Backdoor [Sch13, Fel13]. Backside
[DDR⁺16]. backup [Cor14a]. backward
[BM11]. Bacterial [Kar12]. bad
[Hai17, RY10]. BAF [YNR12a]. Bake
[Boy16]. Balanced [YTP11]. balancing
[FXP12, PRN⁺19, Zha15a]. Ballots
[CW12b, LH12]. balls [Svo14]. band
[MMSD13]. Bandwidth
[GST13, NR11, LLZ⁺12]. Bandwidth-Efficient [LLZ⁺12]. Banking
[KSD⁺17, RBS⁺17, KV⁺E18]. banned
[Ev16]. BANs [BLL⁺19]. Baptiste
[Dew11]. Barbara [Rab10]. Barcodes
[Wy12]. Barrier [JR14, KS11]. barriers
[LKKL13]. base [MS12a, XSWC10]. Based
[ADM12, AGW15, ASM12, AAC⁺16, ABC17, Ano11b, AOS15, AYS15, BWL16, BL12, BBB⁺16a, BSSV12, BHG12, BKPW12, BRT12, BHH⁺15, BS13b, BFK⁺10, Bon12, BSJ15, Boy13, BKJP12, BDH11, BCF⁺14, CMSL15, CLL16, CGM14, CCM17, CSH⁺18, CZLC12a, CZLC12b, CLHC12, CCZC13, CLY14, CZLC14, CST⁺17, CGL⁺12, CDD13, CGY⁺13, CD12, Chi12, CK18, CD16, DSSM14, DA12, DLZ⁺16b, EM12, EKB⁺16, FM15, FHH10b, FHR14, FZ14, GM10, FVS17, FSX12b, FSX12c, FSX12a, GWWC15, GZZ⁺13, GSW⁺16, GV14b, GI12, GY13, GDC16, GVW15, GJJ15, GJZ17, HZC⁺12, HSMY12, HSM14, HL10a, HZX15, HCPSLB12, HKL⁺12, HG12, HM12, HSA14, HPO⁺15, HKR⁺18, HGT15, HLC⁺14, HLN⁺10, Hui13, HRS16, HBG⁺17, HE⁺10, HP12, JTH⁺16, JH1N12, JEA⁺15, JKH12, KS18, KZG10, KK12, KKA15, Kha10, KLY⁺12, KSSY12, KPKS12, KRB12, KAK18, KS15]. Based
[LMGC17, LMG⁺18, LTKP16, LSL12a, LSL12b, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LH12, LJLC12, LYZ⁺13, LHL⁺14, LTH⁺15, LLC⁺15, LTZ16, LLL⁺17, LPL15, LSL15, LAL⁺15, Lnl15, LP12, LNZ⁺13, LCCJ13, LWCJ14, LNX15, LHL15, LW16, LPO⁺17, LGPRH14, LDB⁺15, LD13, LSC12, LBR12, LLH18, MWZ12, MLO17, MEFO12, MCD12, MV12, MD12b, MBC15, MK1N13, MZ17b, MCS⁺15, MMS17b, MKF⁺16, MCF17, Men13a, MST18, Mor12, MSKRJ17, MK1A17, Mu16, NC12, NX17⁺1, NXB13, NLLJ12, NLY15, pNWyY⁺14, OT10, PB12, PTT16, PYM⁺15, PD1H15, PPS12b, PYS18, PG12, PAS13b, PRNC17, RVH⁺16, RZZ⁺15, RS16, Rao17, RR11, RDZ⁺16, RVRSCM12, RW12, SS12, Sar18a, SS13, S17, SJ12, SGP⁺12, SP15b, SSA13, SRA17, SH15, SGH15, TB18, TKR14, TWZ11, TW12, TZW⁺12, TYM⁺17, TSH17, TT12, TTH15, TC10, VDB⁺16, VAG15, Vle12, WY10, Wan10]. Based
[WSSO12, WgMW12, WYW⁺13, Wan14, WZCC18, yWYXZ⁺18, WDC18, WLH15, WCL⁺18, WT10b, WMS⁺12, XNG⁺14, XNRG15, XXZ12, XML13, XQL11, Xio12, XGLM14, XWLJ16, XJW⁺16, XJR⁺17, XHŽ⁺17, YE12, YZLC12, YZX⁺12, YFG15, YTS12, Ye10, Ye14, YH16, YTH17, YYO15, Y⁺17, YKNS12, YHK⁺10, YMWS11,
based [DLN13, Dra16, uHAN18, EZ15, FH13, Far14, FAI14a, FAI14b, FIO15, Fay16, FHZW18, FNWL18, Gal13, GJ13, GMRT15, GKCK11, GJMP15, GCS AddP11, GMS11, GLL18, HSH11, HT11, Ham19, HGWY11, HSM13, HZC14, HZL18, HF14a, HWDL16, HZW17, HZW18, HBBRN16, HLR11, Her14, HBW12, HB13, HL14, HL11, HLC12, HLC16, HYWS11, HYS18, HYF18, HPY10, HKHK13, HCC10, Hwa11, IMB17, IM14, ISC16, IB11, IA15, IOV18, Jac16, JNUH17, JKAU19, JK13, JLT12, JZS10, JMW16, JSMG18, KPP16, KK13, KM10a, KNMB13, KKG14, Kim11, KGO10, KLI1, KSH18, LXL12, LLZ16, Lalu2, LLC10, LK14, LH10c, LZJX10, LNM11, LMJC11, LLK12, LXMW12, LKAT12, LLHS12, LNLK13, LXJ14, LCL15, LZY16, LFZ17, LNK18a, LWK18, LCT14, LFWS15, LLM19, LPdS10, Lin14a, LLY12a, LW10, LSQ11a, LSQ11b, LWK11, LW13b, LZC14, LPZJ15, LTL15, LTY15, LW17, [based [LJYW18, LDZW19, LW18+10, LL16a, LW13c, LWY12, LY14, MCN18, MCP15, MJGS12, MJJS13, MLM16, MMZ12, MNI13, Mes15, MBB11, MO14, MHT13, MG15, MS17, NR11, NCL13, NZL15, PPPA18, PYH18, PLPW13, PTK14, PW10, PGLL10, PPB16, PLGMCdf18, PS14, PL16, PKA15, PC14, PR12, QZDJ16, QRW18, QYW16, QMW17, RD17, RG10, RS15, SPLHC14, SGGCR16, SI12, SYL13, SE14, SE16, SH11, SN11, SMN14, SR10, hSSZ15, SCKH10, SA16b, SAAF11, SWW16, SSS11, SKEG14, Sun16, SM16, SHBC19, SS11, TPL16, TQL14, Tan15, TH16, TTL10, TPKT12, TKHK14, VS11, VN17, WWYZ11, WWYY11, WLD11, WLFX17, WMX17, Wan18, WGZ12, WHHL16, WS14, WS12, WTT12, WOLS12, WCH18, XHH12, XZW16, WX12, XCL13, XWS17, XHCH14, XZW18, XMHD13, XHM14, YWL17, YqWqZC13, Yan14, YTM14, YCC16, XYA18, YCT15, YLS12, YMSH10, YKC12, [based [YLZ16, YXA16, YL11, ZZKA17, ZLW12, ZCL14, ZT14, ZTZ16, ZML17, ZZ12, ZHI17, ZL12, ZVH14, ZDW16, ZLY19, LZJX10, HZC14, MM12, PP11, ZBR11, Kat13, [Based-Encryption [ZHW15], Bases [EVP10, TSH14, FES10], Basing [Mat14, MN10], Basis [BNA15, ERRMG15, CG12b, Har15, LLP18, Tam15], Batch [ZPXX17, AGHP14, CCG10], batch-based [CCG10], Batters [Chi13b], battles [Ano15e, Ano16f, Sch15c], Bay [Ano10, DDS12], Bayes [McC11], Bayesian [WYW13, ZLW17], Be [DSMM14, Par12a, YM16, AZH11, Ana14, Eve16, Ree15, RK11], BeagleBone [Cri16], Beat [LTKP16], BECAN [LLZ12], Becomes [Bra13], been [Ana14], before [GST12, Goo12], Beginning [Chu16], Behavior [GSC17], behavioral [HT11], Behaviors [GAF15], Behind [Fre10], Beijing [BYL10, Yan10], Beissinger [Ayu12], Belief [BT12], Bell [JEA15, QD16], Benchmarking [MKAA17], benchmarking [ZZKA17], Benefit [HB14], benefits [Wat14a], Benford [AOT13], Bessel [GJ13], best [Cha13c], Beth [CTHP13], better
Between [KA18, LRVW14, SAKM16, CLM+12, HLR11, KPP16, Kim16, PBC14, WDD15]. Beyond [LST12, MJS13, TS16b, FNP+15, JR14].


Bidirectional [GMNS15, GH12]. bifurcation [SE18]. Big [MLO17, Mal13, MMS17b, PNRC17, YDY+16, ZLW+17, FS18, LSB14, QCX18, Tan17b, WS14].


Bio [OK18, GPVCdBRO12]. Bio-inspired [OK18, GPVCdBRO12]. BioAura [MSKRJ17]. biographical [Maf16]. Biometric [Alp18, ATI+10, BCTPL16, DWB12, JN12, KHB13, LGM+16, May15, NGAuHQ16, Sar12, Skv12, Vet10, AHM+18, DIMIT12, GCSÁdP11, HT11, Ham19, LK12, LTC+15a, MLBL12, Sar10a, Sar18a, SR10].

biometric-based [SR10]. Biometrics [BW13, ERLM16, SP13, ZPW16, FHZW18, GM16, LXLY12, LH10c, LNM+11, LNK+18a, MRRT17, SS17].

biometrics-based [FHZW18, LXLY12, LH10c, LNM+11]. biosensor [Kim16]. Birhäuser [Sha10]. Birthday [LST12, SXL16, Nac12].

Birthday-Bound [LST12]. Bit [CG14a, GV14b, HG12, HS18, LJK17, LPO+17, NIS12, Ros11, YLL+12, APPVP15, KS11, KFL+10, MN12, PLsVL10, RH10, TWZ+12, VN17]. Bit-Wise [CG14a].


Black [BR14, CPS16, HHP17, KOS16, KMO14, MSas13, JB11, Rja12, SS10b, DD13, SK14, YSC16, ZZ12, Crit16]. Black-Box [BR14, HHP17, KMO14, Rja12, SS10b, KOS16, MSas13, ZZ12]. Blackbox [MSas12, SS12a].


Block [AMVZ12, BRS17, BSS+13, BFMT16, BDGH15, BCG+12b, CPW12, DWWZZ12, EGG+12, FXP+17, GL/S12, GT12, GST12, GN12, IS12, KR11, KWS+12, LWZ12, LJ17, LGL17, LG/LL12, LWKP12, LW/FP12, MCD12, MRT/2, OGK+15, PHI/2a, PRC12, Pud12, SGP+12, SSA13, WW12, YCL17, ZSW+12, BNY14, Jeo13, KM11, LPZJ15, LC13, LYHH14, LWKP14, MP12, MV15, MHY+18, PL16, Sar11, S/11, SKK10, TQL+14, Tan17a, WB12, WWBC14, ZSW+12, JP12]. Block-Parallel [MCD12]. Block-Wise [SSA13].


Body [LZCK14, ASO14, KP18, LK+17, SGJ+18]. body-sensor [ASO14]. bogus [XWDN12].
Bombe [Bur11, Car10]. Bonebrake
[SS10c]. Boneh [TK19]. Book
[Ano15b, Ano17b, Ayu12, Bar12, Dew11,
Full10, Joh10, Keb15, Kob10, Low12, Mei10,
Mur10, Sch15a, Sha10, SR14, Ter11, Sto12].
Boolean [ACZ16, AS17, CW14a, DQFL12,
FY11, LVV11, WT13, YCC16].
Boolean-based [CW14a, YCC16].
Bootstrapping [BGV14, GM14].
Border [LGM16, ZTSR12].
BotMosaic [HB13].
Botnet [NSA15].
Botnets [HB13].
Bottom [Smi11b].
Bound [LST12, TK19].
Bounded [GVW12, GJO13, PDNH15, QZZ18,
SS12a, ZYT13, IM14].
bounding [PYH18].
Bounds [Jia17, LJ15, SNJ11, SS10b, Sha10].
Bouzefrane [Ano15b].
Box [BW16, BCGN16, BR14, CPS16, HHP17,
KMO14, Mic10b, Rja12, SS10b, Kos16,
LRW13, MSas13, RMP10, SGFCRM18, 
ZZ12, ZSW18a].
Boxes [NN12, LJ15, SS11].
BRAMs [DG10].
Branch [EPAG16]. Branchless [RBS17].
Brave [KM10c].
Breath [SD12, JB11].
Break [Ayu12, Win17].
Breakers [Sti15, Mun17].
Breking [AP13, CN12, Cop10a, KS11, TPL16,
WgMdZZ12, Ant14, Bri11].
Breaks [Ano17e].
breakthrough [Goo12].
breath [LSR13].
Breathing [CH18].
Breathing-Based [CH18].
Bregman [CCZ13].
Bribery [CW12b].
Bringing [LRVW14, TMGP13].
Briggs [Bai12].
Bring [Zha15a].
Bringing [Ano15c, OYHSB14].
Britain [Ald11].
British [And13].
Broadcast [BS14, GMVV17, HMR14, KH10, LMG17,
LMG18, PSM17, PPS12a, WQZ16,
XJW16, Yan14, ZHW15, CPPT18, DLN13,
WWYY11, XWDN12, YMM13, ZWQ11,
ZZ12, Zhu13].
Broadcasting [O012, MK11, OCGD11, YY11].
broke [Bat10, Hea15].
Broken [MDAB10].
Broker [TKR14].
Broker-Less [TKR14].
browser [GIJ12].
browsers [Ree15].
Bruce [Sev16].
Brute [CJP12, JR14, CJP15].
Brute-Force
[JR14, CJP12, CJP15].
BRW [CMLRHS13].
BTC [CLF11].
BTC-compressed [CLF11].
Buchwald [ABJ13].
Bucket [BKKV10].
Bug [Chi13b].
Building [BPS16, KMP11, MJS13, Sev16,
WL11, LCKBJ12].
Burdens [Bla12, SR14].
Bus [AN17].
Business
[LDB15].
Buyer [Fra16, KJN16].
Buyer-Friendly [Fra16].
BYOE [Tan17a].
byte [Hof15, Hof16].
bytes [PBC14].
Byzantine [KS11, LLKA19, YGKG13].
Byzantine-resistant [YGKG13].
C [AD12, ACZ16, C1G212a].
CA [ACM11, D12b, Kai11, Lin14b, Pie10, Rab10].
CABA [MSKR17].
CABE [XH17].
Cache [AB15, ADR18, DKMR15, HLAZ15, SY15a, DJL12, DK17].
CacheAudit [DKMR15].
Caches
[LLG16, CDPLCA16, DJL12].
Caching [ADR18, HLAZ15].
cackled [Bai12].
CAD [PGL10].
Caernarvon [KMP11].
Calculus [MR10, Jou13].
Calibrated [LC15].
California [Ano10, IEE11b].
Call [Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16h, CS14, CRM10].
Call-Back [KRM10].
Calls [Mur16].
cam [PKS18].
Cambridge [ACM10, PJ12].
Camel [O15, LWP12, LWP12, LWP14, SEHK12].
Camellia-192 [BLO15].
cameras [MKH12].
Can [Alo12, AZH11, Bar15, D1M14, YM16,
RK11, Rus15, Sto12, GMVV17, LMS16].
Canada [JY14, MV12].
Cancellation
[DLMM18].
Candidate [GHH16a].
candidates [ABM12].
canonical [Bull10a].
CANS [HW10, LT11].
Can’t [RAZ15].
CAOVerif [ABF14].
Capabilities
[RGBF12, Lop15a].
Capability
[IA15, LZZ17].
Capability-Based
[LZ17].
Capacity
[TODQ18, XNRG15, YWW10, CLZ17,
GZH12, PW12, WH13].
Capacity-aware [TODQ18].
Capacity-Raising [YWW10].
Capitalism
[Fid18]. **CAPTCHA** [OTO18, SKEG14]. **CAPTCHA-based** [SKEG14]. **Capture** [NYR14]. capturing [PKS18]. **Card** [BDFK12, HMR12, HCL+14, PDT12, Ano17c, CLHJ13, GLIC10, LNKL13, Mar10b, Cho10, SD12]. **CARDIS** [GLIC10].

**Cards** [BSJ15, LA10, PWVT12, WgMdZIZ12, WgMW12, CHS11, HCC10, KY10, LH10c, LNM+11, LXMW12, MM12, SGGCR+16, YZZ+14, YSL+10]. care [FHV16]. Carlo [CR12, FVK17]. Carol [Xie12]. Carry [GWM16]. Carved [LC15].

**Cascade** [WDG18]. Cascading [GT12].

Case [Ano17c, DR11, SBS+12, SY15a, YL17, LKKL13, MD12a, SS17]. **Cash** [YMWS11]. Casting [CW12b]. cat [Pow14].

**Catalog** [AHS13]. CBA [KRM+10]. **CCA** [AHS14, BWLA16, CCL14, LTZY16, LSW15, MSas12, PDNH15, SYL13, SLZ12, yYqWqZC13, ZY17a, ZSW+18b].

**CCA-Secure** [BWLA16, CCL14, LTZY16, SYL13, yYqWqZC13, ZSW+18b]. **CCA1** [MSas13]. **CCA2** [Gal13, GV14b, LLW16, LLSW16, MVVR12, RG10, ZZ12, ZY17b].

**CCA2-secure** [LLW16, ZY17b]. **CCM** [SKK10]. **CDF** [Ara13]. **CDH** [PDNH15, ZG10]. **CDPS** [LLL+17b].

**CDTA** [YFT17]. cell [LLY+12a]. cell-counting-based [LLY+12a]. **Cells** [DSB16]. **Cellular** [dRSdlVC12, FMA+18, HBBRM+16, HCM11, KRM+10, SS11, WOLS12].

**Censorship** [DRS16]. centralized [NACLR12]. centre [McK10, McKi11, Pal16, ISC+16]. **Centric** [DLZ+16b, Vie12, ZVG16, AHM+18, BLV17, BPP10, PN10]. **centroid** [LWY12].

**Centuries** [Gri15, M-G11]. **Century** [Wes16]. Cerf [Cer15, Cer18]. **Certificate** [GWWC15, HP12, LTH+15, WMS+12, YLZ+16, BJR+14, GLL+18, Lan13, LL16a, MBF+13, NPH+14, JB11].

**Certificate-Based** [GWWC15, HP12, LTH+15, WMS+12, YLZ+16, GLL+18, LL16a]. **Certificateless** [CT18, GWWC15, IL15, LZCK14, SJS14, TCL15, WMS+12, YT11a, YT11b, HPC12, JXLZ15, LL16b, SGJ+18, ZQWZ10, ZY17b].

**Certificates** [Muf16, SC12, GIJ+12, HREJ14]. **Certification** [LDB+15]. **Certified** [ABBD13, CLL16, STC11, HL14, LH13, XWXC14]. **CertShim** [NP+14]. chaff [KHMB13].

**Chain** [EAA+16, FVK17, KPW13, QZL+16a, QZL+16b, YFT17, CR12, CL16, SJWH+17]. chaining [EA11]. **Chains** [JSK+17, HLYS14, JCHS16]. **Challenge** [AD12, GHS14, YDH+15, ZCC15].

**Challenges** [CN12, FS15, Fra15, LLGJ16, MRS+17, PCV+17, SBV14, ALL+18, KJN+16, WS14].

**Changes** [ALL+18]. change [ZWT13]. **Changeable** [FGM10, ZCL+12]. changed [Mac12]. **Channel** [AN17, ASN11, CDK+10, CBL13, EWS14, GWM16, GPT14, KOP12, LG14, NDC+13, PRC12, SG15, TTI12, YL17, ADG16, BVIB12, CPPT18, DMWS12, DJL+12, JLT+12, MFH13].

**Channels** [ASN12, BGN17, DKMR15, EPAG16, LW13b, SR11, RVRSCM12, SR11, SBS+11, SY15].

**Chaotic** [BGGH11, IAD10, Ye10, GCH15, ISG+16, KLW+16, LWK+18, LW10, NES+14, WZG+12, ZT14].

**Chapman** [Fu10]. **Character** [SS12b]. Characteristic [BGJT14, SR10, BGJT13, Jou13].

**Characterization** [ALR13, BS13b, DPCM16, YZLC12, DDD14, PLGMCdF18].

**Characterizing** [Ash14, JR13, MPJ+16].

**Chattarjee** [Kat13]. cheat [WS12]. cheat-preventing [WS12].

**Cheater** [KI11, Ob11]. **Chebyshev** [LPdS10].
SLM10, Vai11, Vle12, XMLC13, XWLJ16, YE12, YHL16, ZLDC15, AaBT16, AAZ+16, And13, CJI5b, CSTR16, DKL+16, DWZ12, HSM13, HYS18, Geo13, JSMG18, KKA14, KKM+13, KKM+14, KB+17, KH18, LKX+14, LYL15, LHL15, MS12a, NR17, NCCG13, PPA18, PF11, PKA15, QZD16, QRW+18, Rao17, Tan12b, WSC14, Wan18, WDKV19, WLS14, WL19, XXX15, XY+18, YHM18, YQL17, YY11, ZWS+18, ZLY+19, ZSW+18b, YXA+18. conceal [EIAZ13].

Concept [TMC15].

Conceptual [PMZ12, SPM+13, TSH14].

Concrete [BS14]. Concurrent [CLP13a, FCM14, GJO+13, MKRM10, OOR+14, AKG13, SRB+12, XLIW16].

condition [TD14]. Conditional [HBCC13, KPW13, LLG15, LSLW15, MLOI17, XJW+16, FSGW11, FSGW12, HWDL16, HYF18, IOV+18, LCT+14, PZBF18, SKB+17, Tan12b]. Conditionally [ZJ14]. Conditions [Ano17d]. Conference [BC11, CGB+10, Che11, Cra12, Dan12, Dun12b, FBM12, GLIC10, IEE11a, JY14, LCK11, LW11a, LTW11, Lin14b, PJ12, SNJ11, Sah13, Yan10, AB10a, Abe10, BYL10, BL10, Gill10, GG10, HWG10, Kia11, LH10a, Pie10, Rab10, vDKS11]. Confidential [HS11, AZPC14].

Confidentiality [BFK+10, HLLC11, OFMR16, SZQ+17, WDDW12, Bia12, CHX13, ZHT16].


Consecutive [Tan12a]. Consensus [ABCL17, JSK+17, LLKA19].

Consequences [Ess17]. Consideration [CJP12, CJP15, KM10b]. Considerations [KD12b]. considering [MLMSMG12].

Consistency [BCK17, SES+16]. Consolidated [KKA14]. Constant [App14, AEHS15, CWWL12, KOTY17, KHP16, KMO14, LP11, Pan14, ZMW16, AHL+12, DWZ12, LCT+14, SGM16].

Constant-Round [KOTY17, KMO14, LP11]. Constant-Size [AEHS15, AHL+12, LCT+14, SGM16].

constants [DWZ12]. Constraining [BSJ15, CSH+18, EAA12, JMG+16, YNR12a, Yon12, DMV15, KAS15, LLZ+16, LCL+17a].


Construction [BWLA16, DF11, EM12, FZT14, GWWC15, HHP17, KMO14, MSas12, Rog16, Sar10b, ST14, WZ15, WCL+18, WMS+12, XH+17, LFZ+17, MSas13, SA14, YWL+17, YT11b, YKC+12, ZCLL14].

Constructions [BCF+14, DQFL12, HL10b, KOTY17, SNJ11, SES+16, CIZ15a, CGKO11, NAL17, Zin10].

Constructive [Mau12, WB12]. constructs [BP10]. Containing [XWDN12]. contemporaries [LCBKJ12].

Contemporary [Opp11]. Content [ADR18, BCP14a, MHT+13, PMZ13, PZPS15, WHZ12, WZXL12, YT12, ZZ+11, GPX+12]. Content-based [MHT+13].


Continual [BKKV10, XZY+12, YZ12, YCZ12].

Continual-Leakage [YZ12]. Continually [DLW11]. Continuous [ACAT+15, BCF16, DHLAW10, uHAN+18, FMN14, MSKRJ17, PYP10, Sch15b, Yan12, ZY17a, ZYM16, BTW15, PLGMCdF18].

Continuous-Tone [Yam12]. contract
[MMP19, Men13b]. contrast
[DDD14, GLW13, LWL10a, MM14a].
Contributory [WQZ+16]. Control
[ATS15, BFK+10, DLZ+16b, HHS+15,
LGZ+16, MM17, MK12b, NA10b, QZL+16a,
RSN14, SGC14, TBCB15, XMLC13, YTH17,
ACK+10, AMHJ10, CLH+16, CO11, Cra11,
FNWL18, FS18, GHD19, JAS+11, LCL+17a,
LCL+15, NZM10, QCX18, Sch15c, SA15,
Tan12b, Wan18, XHH12, ZML17, ZVH14,
ZWS+18, ZFH+18]. Controllable
[FIH13, ZLDC15, ZHT16]. Controlled
[FMTR12, WP17, Har16]. Controller
[GMV17]. Controllers [AMH+16].
corresponding [YT12, MHT+13]. Copyright
[CG12a, SSW12]. Credible
[ZW15]. creditors [Pea11]. criticism
[OdH12]. Criteria [PYS18, ZZKA17].
Criteria-Based [PYS18]. crittografia
[Sac14]. CRM [LHM+15]. Cropping
[SR12b]. Cross [AKK+17, CLY14, DSB15,
LHM+15, MV16a, YGFL15, YZL+18,
ZXH16, ZTSR12, SS17, der10].
Cross-Border [ZTSR12]. Cross-Domain
[CLY14, YZL+18]. Cross-group [AKK+17].
Cross-Layer [LHM+15, ZXH16].
cross-matching [SS17]. Cross-Site
[DSB15]. Crossword [Mar10a]. Cryptis
[GSC17]. Cryptanalysis [BW12, Bor10,
CWP12, GCGS12, DG12, DJG+15, Far14,
GST13, Gor10, Hin10, IOM12, Jia13, Kha10,
KN10, KWS+12, LH10b, LNM+11, LJF16,
LJ16, MWZ12, NXB13, OTD10,
PSOMPL13, SPLHCB14, SM10a, SM10b,
TY16a, TG17, Vua10, Wag10, WWYZ11,
WYYY11, WSSO12, WYW14, XQL11,
YCL17, YMWS11, AP11, BMB16, BKR11,
Cryptography-Related [Cil11]. Cryptol
[BC11, Bro11, Dun12b, LW11a, PJ12, AB10a, Abe10, BYL10, BL10, FES10, FGPGP14, 
Gil10, GG10, Kia11, LH10a, MZ17a, Pal16, Pie10, Rab10, HWG10, LTW11, Kob10].
Cryptomania [Gen13]. Cryptoprocessor
[GV14b, SWM†10]. Cryptosystem
[CCT†14, LH10b, SWM†10, BS15, Chi13a, 
Gal13, GV14a, GLB†18, IB11, MM13, 
MG15, NZM10, SvT10, yYqWqZC13, YY11].
Cryptosystems [ADI11, OTD10, PSM17, 
BNST17, FWS13, SA16b]. Csec
[AD12]. CT
[Dun12b, Kia11, Pie10]. CT-RSA
[Dun12b, Kia11, Pie10]. Cube
[MS12b]. Cubic
[RV12, VM14]. Cuckoo
[BHK13]. CUDA
[DLV16]. cultural
[Mid10]. Culture
[Bla12, SR14]. Currencies
[TS16b]. Current
[DP17, GCK12, FPBG14]. Curse
[GG11, HB14]. curvature
[GJ13]. curvature-feature
[GJ13]. Curve
[ADI11, ARM15, BJ10, GPT12, LGH†17, 
LWHS17, PPH12, SG15, AMN18, BL14, 
BL17, BBB16b, Cho14, Far14, FWS13, IB11, 
KK10, Krc13, MCN†18, MS13b, NZM10, 
SKH15, WHJ17, JL16]. Curve25519
[SG15]. Curve41417 [BCL14]. Curves
[AK14, BWR12, DW12, LL11, LT14a, 
MST18, YTS12, BL17, BP18]. Customization
[ODH12]. Cyber
[LJ†14, GHD19, HZW18, KSA16, QMC17].
Cyber-Espionage [LJ†14].
cyber-physical
[GH19, HZW18, QMC17]. Cybernetica
[Ano17c]. Cybersecurity
[DF16, Hel17, Lan17, LRVW14]. Cycle
[HG12, KU12, MNK13]. Cycle-Based
[MKN13]. Cycles
[WBA17, CLCZ10]. Cyclic
[ODT10].

D [AP10, CG12b, DBPS12, DWWZ12, 
EAA†16, GZH12, KWS†12, LJ17, LJ15, 
MCDB12, MKH†12, PGLL10, RS16, SGS14, 
SRK†17, WSSO12, WY12, tWmC12, YI14, 
YPRI17]. D-Based
[WSSO12]. D-like
[LJ15]. D-PUF
[SRK†17]. Dana
[Ano10]. Dandelion
[VFV17]. Dangerous
[HLW12, GLJ†12]. Dao
[FMS12a]. Dao-Fa
[FMS12a]. Daoism
[FMS12a]. Darel
[Xie12]. Darmstadt
[FBM12, Sen10]. DASH
[KCC17]. Data
[Ano13c, ADT12, Bar12, BJL16, BCD†12, 
BJL12, BW12, BKLS18, CWL†14, CMLS15, 
CCW†10, CSV15, CCT†14, CLW16, DDS12, 
Dan12, DR12, DMS†16, DA12, DCA18, 
DLZ†16b, EKB†16, FMY15, FPY15, 
FRS†16, GT11, HSM14, HLT†15, HK14, 
IBM13a, KRDH13, KG16, LLZ†17, 
LWCJ14, LLZ†12, LZC†12b, MLO17, 
Mal13, MMS17b, MM14b, NNA10, NR12, 
PD14, PSM17, PH12b, PNRC17, QZL†16a, 
QZZ18, RCP†18, Rea16, RSN14, SGG18, 
SAKM16, Sar10b, SMSK18, SP15b, SKH17, 
Sia12, SL10, TCN†17, Tan15a, Vai12, 
VSV15, WZCC18, XNK15, XWSW16, 
YDY†16, YMC†17, ZXL16, ZPKX17, 
ZRT15, ZLW†17, AP10, ASO14, Ana14, 
Ano11a, ARA13, ADH17, ALL†18, BLL†19, 
BTPL15, BC18, BKV13, CDGC12, 
CLH†16, CDF†10, CDL18, DFJ†10, 
DTZZ12, DRD11, ED17, FS18, GHD19, 
Gen10, GLB†18, GZS†18, HSM13, 
HWK†15, HMCK12, HH16, HYS18, HYF18, 
JHCC14, Kim16, KH18, KWH16]. data
[LSBN14, LT14b, LXK†14, LZY†16, 
LLL†17b, LHL†18, LFWS15, LAL†15, 
LCW†16, LZC17, LLL†18, LL16a, LHA†16, 
MHKS14, OOI18, OSSK16, QCX18, Sch15c, 
SYY†17, SAR18b, SWV†17, Tan17b, 
TMK11, TKMZ13, LTH13, LWS14, 
WZLW13, WS14, WL19, XXX15, XWZ†18, 
XY†18, YVS†16, YQL17, YXAX†16, 
YNX†16, ZZKA17, ZMM†10, ZWY†13, 
ZHT16, AEH17, HLYS14, Sch15c].
Data-Centric [DLZ†16b].
Data-Classifiers [KG16].
Data-Compression [DA12].
Data-Minimizing [BCD†12].
Data-Oriented [NNAM10]. Database [BTHJ12, SBV14, WCL+18, BL11, JC14, LW13a, PRZB12, Suc12, YXD18].

Databases [FCM14, HPC10, JKZeY12, Kaw15, RP12, WP17, GA11, JK13, LCY+16, SS17, TG12], datacenters [PRN+19]. Dataset [SP13].


Description [WH18, PLS11]. Design [AMN18, Abe12, ARH+18, AIB+16, ADD10, AUM16, Bel18, BKL+13, DHB16, DR11, FSK10, HSA14, JWJ+17, KPP16, KW14, Lop12, MS13a, MFG16, MRL+18, Mur16, NBZP17, NYY+14, PC16, QLL17, RYF+13, Sch13, SAAB10, SZDL14, VPK17, WKB16, WDKV19, XZH16, CZ14, Gor10, KHF10, KDW+17, MNN15, MAK+12, MYY+18, ZYC+17]. Designated [WHJ17, HYWS11, RPSL10, SY15b].

Designated-verifier [WHJ17]. Designation [Che15, LSQ11a]. designed
[Goo12]. Designer [KMY18]. Designing
[CDK10, FLW12, MRT10, PSD15, SR10].
Designs [BGK12, PCY+17, KDH15].
Detailed [DL16, ZPXX17]. Detect
[JW1+17, NSA15, WOLP15, Lan11],
detectability [LRW17]. Detectable
[Ess17]. Detecting
[BKBK14, Ess17, GAS+16, HLW12, KW14, SH15, YSC+15, LWLW11]. Detection
[AMKA17, ATS15, DSB15, DF11, GZH17, HDWH12, KU14, LGL+12, LC15, MKRM10, MKAA17, NDC+13, NSMS14, SAIJ16, SBV14, SPI5a, SRAA17, SGS14, TM18, YFT17, AKKY17, AOT13, BM13, HB13, JC13, KLC+10, Maz13, MHT+13, WYL13].
Detective [Cho10]. Detector [LTKP16].
Detector-Based [LTKP16]. Determine
[FSWF11, Sto12]. Determining [NN12].
Deterministic
[MPRS12, NS12, XXZ12, DTZZ12].
Detering [WGJT10]. DEUCE [YNQ15],
develop [Ham19]. Developed [Har16].
Developing [CH11]. Development
[Pal10]. Developments [GCK12, Vai11].
Device [ABCL17, CFXY17, DFKC17, KLM+12, SRK+17, TYK+12, GM16, KKG14, Kim16, Par12b, SHBC19, XHH12].
Devices
[AAC+16, CSF+18, DLW11, EGG+12, GPT12, GD16, GMSV14, HH+13, HDWH12, JMG+16, LWHS17, MFG16, May15, MS16, NVM+17, Sch15b, SFE10, WKB16, WT10b, XJR+17, Aia15, CLP+13b, CFL13, CTL12, Chi13a, FRT13, GTSS19, IB11, KPP16, LKAT12, MvO11, MHV15, OYHSB14, SHBC19, TG17, ZPZ+16]. DFA
[WH17]. DFA-Resistant [WH17]. DFT
[DDFR13]. DHA [AKY13]. DHA-256
[AKY13]. DHTs [YGGK13]. Diagram
[WGD18]. dickory [NN15]. dictionary
[Maf16, MBB1]. did [CMG+18]. Diego
[Ano10, Lin14b]. Dies [Mar10a, MMB17].
Difference [BS14, YTP11, JK13].
Differencing [LyWZ212, YWW10].

Different
[GZ12, HH+13, KU12, AKK+17, ABW10].
Differential
[BMS12, BNY14, CWP12, CGCS12, ESS15, FXP+17, KWS+12, LGL+12, LJF16, LJ15, LYHH14, MRTV12, PH12a, QGGL13, RCP+18, Sun11, WHN+12, Bla15, DDFR13, LLLK10, MNP12, PBCC14, SDM10, SDM14, TSSL11, TS16a, WYL14]. Differentials
[WW12]. Differing [GWH17].
Differing-Inputs [GGHW17]. Diffie
[LCZ14, ABD+15, Ch16, Hof16, HLC11, HLYS14, Orn16, RH10]. Diffusion
[ZHL15, WB12, jT12b]. DIG [NKWF14].
DigiNotar [JB11]. digit [KWH16]. Digital
[AYS15, BBC+13, BM13, BCP14a, FMS12a, GP17, HPO+15, Jin10, Joh10, JL16, LZC+12b, MBF+13, MSI10, MMN12, NC12, pNyWyY+14, Orn16, PH12b, PAS13b, SAA15, SM13, SC12, SOS15, TC11, TS16b, Yon11, Y+17, YLS12, dRsVdVC12, AGHP14, BPP10, CCG10, FLZ+12, Fri10a, GMS11, Har14, KM11, Lan13, LWZG10, MS13b, MM14a, MO14, QCX18, Sim15b, SLM10, yWpNyL11, ZZKA17, Zet14, ZSMS18, Ano13a, Ano15b, Mou15]. Dilly [Bat10].
Dimensional
[Ano17d, LZC+12b, XYYX11, DWZ12, QD16]. dimensions
[Pal15]. direct [GH12]. Directed
[NNLJ12, KPS10]. Direction [NS12].
Directions
[BKBK14, CDFZ16, Hof16, PPA18].
Directly [LZC12a]. directory [SMBA10].
disabled [HFT16]. disassociation
[TMLS12]. Disaster [NRZQ15, BBG+17].
disclosure
[DZS+12, PKA15, SB17, WGJ10].
discovery [Ano11a, MMP19]. Discrete
[BGJT14, CCL16, HKR+18, KLM+12, Xie12, AMORH13, BGJT13, MM13, Mes15, TPL16, VM14]. discrimination
[GPVCdBRO12]. Discriminative [YI14].
Discussion [Gli12, W118, Bul10a].
Discussions [KD12b]. Disk [GMI14, Ran16].
e-commerce [Ano11a]. E-exam [Mor12].

E-health
[WMX+17, IC17, YZL+18, JKL+16].

E-Learning [Yon11]. e-mail [BTW15].

E-passport [LZiX10]. e-rental [LY14].


EAP-based [HZC+14, ZCLL14]. Early [Bel18, Bro11, And13]. Earth [Har14].

easier [MBF+13]. Easy [Bel16, SMS11, Tay14, Wu16, ZDW+16].

Eat [DSSDW14]. Eavesdropping [CWL16, Han12, PX13, YS1L14]. EC [Dra16, CFN+14, CCG+16, CMG+18]. ECC [BSSV12, JMW+16]. ECC-Based [BSSV12]. ECDSA [BBB+16a, DHB16].

ECG [PLGMCdF18]. ECG-based [PLGMCdF18]. Echo [DLM+18, HGT15].

Echo-Based [HGT15]. economy [Sir16].

Ecosystems [LDB+15, MMR19]. EDAK [ABB19]. EdDSA [JL16]. Edge [AHM+18, DF16, KAI18, MD15, PRN+19, Sun16].

Edge-centric [AHM+18]. Edition [Cor14a, Kob10]. Editorial [OK18].

Editors [LLK18]. Education [LRWV14].

Edwards [JL16, LT14a, YTS12].

Edwards-curve [JL16]. EFADS [WLS14].

Effect [PLGMCdF18, WB12]. Effective [HLS+15, KRDH13, WMX+17]. Effectively [YM+17].

Effects [MAL10, SKV12, SHBC19]. Efficiency [ABF12, Chi16, DG17, FRS+16, HRV10, LMLL12, LCL+17a, MS13b, WXLY16].

Efficient [ABB13, ASB+16, ABB19, BWL16, BCGH11, BHG12, BV11, BV14, CG12a, CML+18, CMLRH13, CWWL12, CJ13, DWR12, Dn11a, DG17, EM12, FLH13, FHS13, GT12, GH13, GTC11, GPN+12, GPT12, GJJ15, GH12, GZH17, GCH15, HZC+14, HZC+14, HL18, HL10b, HBC13, HZX15, HKL+12, HIDFGPC15, HCDM12, HH16, HC17, IAD10, KPC+11, Kim15, KHPP16, KH10, LLP+18, LDDA12, LZT12, LXX+14, LCLL15, LSLW15, LHYZ12, LWHS17, LZC17, LBOX12, MXY13, MTY11, MVVR12, MU12, MP12, MC11, MN14, NES+14, NdMMW16, NZM10, PB12, PAF18, PRC12, PG12, PCPK14, PRNC17, RBHP15, SGG11, SZZ14, SGM16, TLF16, TWZ11, TT12, TM18, WDC18, WLS14, WQZ+16, WCCH18, XLWZ16, XLMC13, YHL16, YNMR12a, YNMR12b, YLW13, YNQ15, YLA+13, YS15, ZQW10, ZLY+12, ZSW+12, ZXX+14, ZXYL16, ZCL+19, ZHS+19, ZPK16, ZHW15, AZPC14, AIZ+12, CH11, CSGW11].

efficient [CLJH13, CZZ14, Cho14, Cra11, CGKO11, EA12, FLL+14, Far14, FA14a, FA14b, FIO15, FNWL18, GH16, GLM+11, HPC12, HYS18, ISC+16, IB11, IOV+18, JCH16, JZS+10, KKG14, KHH19, KL11, KHS18, LLLS13, LH11a, LH10c, LXMW12, LCL+15, MLM16, Mes15, Nov10, OCDD11, PZBF18, PC14, RAO17, SZMK13, TTL12, TSS13, TTHK14, VN17, WLY13, WLZ+16, WT1a, WXK+17, XWZW16, yWqWzC13, ZLY10, ZZ11, ZCLL14, ZTT16, ZC15, ZH13, LLZ+12, TCC15].

Efficiently [FWS13, LGH+17, SLY+16].

Effort [RSGN12]. Effort-Release [RSGN12].

EGHR [CML+18]. eHealth [TMGP13].
eID [SGGCR+16]. eight [Sun11].

eight-round [Sun11]. Einführung [Buc10].

Einstein [HR13, Wes15]. Elbirt [Bar12].

Election [Ess17, TKM12]. elections [QS18].

electrocardiogram [BLL+19].

Electrocardiography [YH16].

Electromagnetic [HHH+13]. Electronic
[Bla12, PWVT12, SR14, YWMS11].

Elementary [Led16, Sch15a, CM13].

Elements [Kra12]. Elevation [LZC+12b].

Elliptic [AD11, AK14, ARM15, DW12, GPT12, LGH+17, LWHS17, MST18, PPH12, SG15, AMN18, BAA13, BL14, BL17, BBB16b, Cho14, Far14, IB11, KK10, MCN+18, MS13b, NZM10, SKH15, WHJ17].
elliptic-curve [BL17]. ELmD [BDMLN16].
Elsevier [Ano15b]. Email
[Bel16, CCS14, XJW+16, WR15]. embed
[KPS10]. Embedded
[AB15, BS12, BJCHA17, CFXY17, HC17,
JWJ+17, LWHS17, SOG15, SK12b, SDM+12,
WXY+17, YGD+17, YS15, Ano11a,
CVG+13, Eis10, MFI13, XWZW16].
Embedding
[KD12a, MCD12, XNRG15, XZZ18, YE12,
ZS12, EA11, MKH+12, PWWL13].
Embeddings [FHS13]. Emergable
[YT12]. emerged [McG11]. Emergence [LM12],
Emergency [HLKL15, YTH17, KLC+10].
Emerging [BSV12, KSA16, OS16, FPBG14,
YSJ+16, LW15, Ano11a, CVG+13, Eis10,
MFI13, EMV [Cho10]. Enable [SMS14]. Enabled
[GPT12, HFT16, QZL+16a, QZL+16b,
SGC16, SSPC12, BMM12, TODQ18].
Enabled/disabled [HFT16]. Enables
[IBM13a]. Enabling
[FRS+16, JSM+18, SSY12, WPZM16,
YSJ+16, MMP19, Sch12b]. eNB [CLM+12].
Enciphering
[CMLRHS13, HMR12, MLCH10, Sar11].
Enclaves [WBA17]. Encoded
[DG17, HS18]. Encoding [Br14, CK18,
SK12a, TJJF12, XHX+17, PC14, Sun16].
Encounter [NA10a]. Encrypt
[RAZS15, Ran14]. Encrypted
[ADR18, BTHJ12, CWL+14, CWL16,
Cor14a, DWB12, DCA18, FCM14, FRS+16,
Gen13, GLG12, GZH17, HTZ12, HB17,
HCDM12, IMB17, IBM13a, JSCM17, Kaw15,
KGV16, LA15, LQD+16, Lop12, Mur16,
NBZP17, NNAM10, QLL17, SAKM16, Sia12,
TM18, Vai12, WBC+10, XWSW16,
YDY+16, ZDL12, ZXYL16, ZVG16,
ZLW+17, AHH+18, AZH11, BTPLST15,
BGP+17, BKV13, BL11, CH11, Cri16,
CDL18, DKL+16, DRD11, ED17, FTV+10,
Gen10, GZS+18, HH16, KH18, LKX+14,
LZY+16, LHL+18, LW13a, OSSK16,
PRZB12, SEXY18, SWW+17, Snc12,
TKMZ13, WR15, WL19, XWY+18, XYD18,
YQOL17, ZLY10, ZFH+18, ZHT16].
Encrypting [CC10, Mar10c, dRSdVC12,
LFGC4CP14, Pow14]. Encryption
[ADM12, AV12, AHE17, Alo12, AAC+16,
Ano13c, Ano14, Ano15c, Ano17d, AKP12,
ABF12, AS16, BVS+13, BWLA16, BPR14a,
BPR14b, Bel16, BDOZ11, BWR12, BS14,
BV18, Bla16, BKLS12, BDP12, BHJP14,
BDMLN16, Boy13, BV11, BV14, BGV14,
CVM14, CMO+16, CCL16, CWWL12, CN12,
CZF12, CLHC12, Che15, CGL+12, Chi12,
Chu16, CRE+12, Con18, CNT12, CLW16,
CD16, DR10, DN12, DFJ+10, DSB18,
Des10b, DOS15, Dun12a, DF11, EAA12,
ESS12, FHH10b, FHR14, FJH12, FLL12,
Fuc11, GWWC15, GGH+16a, GGH17,
GM13, GZZ+13, GSW+16, GHI1a, GHI1b,
GHS12, GHPS12, GDCC16, GVW12,
GVW15, GM14, GL12, GKS17, Gue16,
HSMY12, HLLG18, HZ11, HG12, HC17,
HTC+15, HP12, IAD10, JLS12, JHL12,
Jia14a, JR14, Kami13, KB10, KME+12,
KMY18, KTT12, KOS16, KKA15, KFOS12,
KHPP16]. Encryption
[KS12, LMGC17, LMG+18, Lai17, Led16,
LSLW16, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LLLC12,
LYZ+13, LHL+14, LLK+15, LTZY16,
LLL17a, LSJW15, LH11b, LSJQ18, LB13,
LY15, LW16, LYY+18, LLML12, LHL18,
MZHY15, MLO17, MMP14, MR14a, MTK11,
MSM18a, MVVR12, MSSI17b, MRL+18,
MBF18, MPRS12, MT12, MRM10, MSAs12,
Nac16, NdMMW16, NTY12, NMS14, NAL17,
OT12, OKG+15, PMZ13, PR12, PB12,
PNNH15, Per13, PKTK12, PPS12a, PYS18,
PM12, PCY+17, PRSV17, RVH+16,
RCP+18, RZZ+15, RSG12, RDZ+16,
RVRS12, SG18, Saa12a, SSW12, Sar10b,
Sch15a, SLGZ12, SSZ14, She14, Sm11b,
Sta12, SH15, SMOP15, Tan11, TCN+17,
TCL15, TMC15, Tan17b, TTD13, TRK14,
Encryption
[XHX\textsuperscript{+}17, YZ12, YZX\textsuperscript{+}12, Ye10, Ye14, YH16, YKNS12, YNQ15, YKC\textsuperscript{+}11, YFK\textsuperscript{+}12, YCY12, YKKL12, ZOC10, ZPM\textsuperscript{+}15, ZDL12, ZYT13, ZWTM15, ZQ15, ZMW16, ZMI7, ZHW15, ZY17a, ZYM18, ZWS\textsuperscript{+}18, AHS14, ATK17, AKKY17, Ana14, Ano13b, Ano15c, Ano16f, ABR12, AMHJ10, ACD\textsuperscript{+}15, AHL12, BLL\textsuperscript{+}19, BAAS13, BC18, BG14, BSW12, BGP\textsuperscript{+}17, CPPT18, CFVP16, CFZ\textsuperscript{+}10, CW14b, CLH\textsuperscript{+}16, CMMS17, CZ15b, CS11, Chm10, CW12a, CDF\textsuperscript{+}10, CM13, CGKO11, DLZ16a, DMD17, DTZZ12, Eve12, Eve16, FAA\textsuperscript{+}18, FSGW11, FSGW12, FMB\textsuperscript{+}18, Fay16, GMOGCC15, GH13, GHPS13, GLM\textsuperscript{+}16, GI12, GLL\textsuperscript{+}18, HG14, HQZH14, HZ18, HWDL16, HZW18, HT13, HL11, HFT16, HTC17, HYS18, HY18, HKHK13, JCH16, Jia14b, JSMG18, JHC\textsuperscript{+}14, JSM\textsuperscript{+}18, Kam16, KMB13, KKM\textsuperscript{+}14, LLW16, LCL\textsuperscript{+}17a, LCL\textsuperscript{+}15, LFZ\textsuperscript{+}17, LCT\textsuperscript{+}14, LFWS15, LLM\textsuperscript{+}19, LP\textsuperscript{+}19, LH11, LW10, LW13b, LCO14, LPZ15, LCY\textsuperscript{+}16]. encryption
[LCI17, L17, LW17, LLW18, LLL\textsuperscript{+}18, LDZ19, LL16a, LW13c, LSC12, Mar10b, MMS17c, Mes15, Mid10, Mon13, MSs13, NES\textsuperscript{+}14, PPA18, Pet12, QRW\textsuperscript{+}18, Ran16, RG10, RWZ13, RPSL10, SES\textsuperscript{+}16, SE18, Sar11, SYL13, SE14, SE16, SH11, SM11, SNM14, SLZ12, SY15b, Sha13, SGFCRM\textsuperscript{+}18, SLM10, SKB\textsuperscript{+}17, Spa16, SGP\textsuperscript{+}17, SG16, Tam15, TPI16, jT12b, WG1T10, WY10, WW17, WWY11, WHY12, WDZ13, WFX17, Wan18, WGZ\textsuperscript{+}12, WLS14, WC18, XWZ16, XW1C14, XSW10, XDX15, XWS17, XWZ\textsuperscript{+}18, YT11b, yYqWzC13, Yan14, YZ17, YHH18, YCT15, YLZ\textsuperscript{+}16, YL11, ZWQ\textsuperscript{+}11, ZZ11, ZLW\textsuperscript{+}12, ZW14, ZWT14, Zha15a, ZCC15, ZML17, ZYC\textsuperscript{+}17, ZCL\textsuperscript{+}19, ZZ12, Z12, ZDW\textsuperscript{+}16, ZY17b, Zhu13, Wan14, LAL\textsuperscript{+}15, Sar18a, Kat13].

encryption-based
[B18, XZ\textsuperscript{+}18]. Encryption/Decryption
[KB10].

Encryptions
[zGXW12, LG12, SLY\textsuperscript{+}16, RD17].

Encyclopedia
[vTJ11]. End
[Ano15c, BRR\textsuperscript{+}15, BGP\textsuperscript{+}17, CFE16, Chn16, RST15a, RST15b, Chi13a]. End-to-End
[CFE16, RST15a, RST15b, Ano15c, BRR\textsuperscript{+}15, BGP\textsuperscript{+}17]. endomorphism
[FWS13]. Endomorphisms
[AK14, LH17]. enemies
[Fag17]. Enemy
[BC14, CAC14]. Energetic
[PDMR12].

Energy
[ABC\textsuperscript{+}17].

Energy-Efficient
[MP12, TLC16].

Energy-Harvesting
[ABC\textsuperscript{+}17].

Energy-time
[Ano15d]. Enforced
[Set16]. Enforcement
[LLZ\textsuperscript{+}17, Tan15a, Cra11]. engagement
[LSBN14]. engaging
[ISC\textsuperscript{+}16]. engine
[BS15a]. Engineering
[Bel18, FSK10, GHD19, LLK18, MS18a, MP12, PGLL10, TQL\textsuperscript{+}14]. Engines
[LB13, BGG\textsuperscript{+}13]. enhance
[CZ14, SLM10]. Enhanced
[DTE17, KY10, KKM\textsuperscript{+}13, MS17, SGG18, TV15, YCC16, AN18, ACK\textsuperscript{+}10, DLK\textsuperscript{+}16, G16, LNK13, YQOL17].

Enhancement
[FSX12b, LA15, NNA10, CHS11].

Enhancements
[FSX12b]. Enhancing
[CSW12, IA15, Lan13, YS15]. Enigma
[KM15, KM16, LHA\textsuperscript{+}16, Ore14, Ano16c, Bur11, Kap11, Kap13, McG11, McK12]. Enigmas
[Bat10]. Enough
[JC12, Ano14]. Enrollment
[YWZ\textsuperscript{+}12]. ensuing
[SS17]. Entanglement
[Ano15d, JEA\textsuperscript{+}15].

Entanglement-Based
[JEA\textsuperscript{+}15]. Enterprise
[TGC16, Din10, NB13].

Enterprises
[KCR11]. Entities
[GZ12].

Entity
[BCM12, BCM13]. Entropy
Extending [ZSW+12]. Extensible [YZ12].
Extension [ARH14, EKP+13, GFBF12, GT12, RW12, SGY11, HTC17, ZXJ+14].
Extensions [LWL10b, external [ZZKA17].
Extract [AN12].
Extract-Transform-Load [AN12].
Extractability [BCP14b]. Extractable [CZLC12b, CZLC14, GGHW17].
Extraction [BWLA16, GST13, GPP16, extractors [Zim10].
extraordinary [Hol12], extreme [GJ13].
Extruded [CJFH14]. Eye [ERLM16, SM13, Tox14].

F5 [LLY+12b]. Fa [FMS12a]. fabricating [WW13]. Fabrication [VDB16].
Fabrication-Induced [VDB+16]. Facet [AQD12, XHH12]. Facial [KRBI2].
facilitate [Chi13a]. Facsimile [Ano16d].
Factor [HXC+11, LLC11, AIB+16, CLP+13b, DMWS12, ED19, HC12, IC17, JKL+16, JMW+16, Kem11, LNK+18a, LNK+18b, Lit14, WW14, Wat14a].
Factoring [APPVP15, LML12, MM13].
Factorization [Cou12, FS15, KFL+10, Kuz11, YAM+15, Mesi5, TPL16]. Fails [Cer14]. Fails [ABD+15].
Fairness [ALR13, Ash14, GHKL11, Wag16, MV16b].
Fake [KU14]. Fallen [HCPLS12]. False [LLZ+12, CDGC12].
Families [BSS+13, KU12]. Family [ARH+18, BMS12, BKST18, DGIS12, DJG+15, FLS+10, FFL12, GN12, LYY+18, MFG16, YCL17].
Fanin [SS12a]. Fast [BLAN+16, Bru12, CHS15, DSLB18, GSN+16, NR12, PRSV17, WHZ12, WBA17, WQZ+13, ZHW+16, FHH10a, KHBMB13, MBB11]. FastAD [SMBA10].
Faster [CN12, HVL17, TH16, Ant14]. Fault [AMKA17, BMS12, BBB+16a, FXP+17, GST12, JWJ+17, JKP12, JT12a, LGL+12, LCLW17, LGLL12, MKRM10, MKAA17, PH12a, RZZ+15, SEY14, YGD+17, BBBP13, PBCC14, WMYR16]. Fault-Based [BBB+16a]. fault-resistant [PBCC14].
fault-tolerant [WMYR16]. FBI [Bha16].
FC [DDS12, Dan12]. FEAD [ZWM14].
Feasibility [AAC+16, FKS+13, WHC+15].
Feature [Ber18, SGP+12, FTV+10, GJ13, MHT+13].
Features [YI14, ZTL15, FNP+15, LCM+17, LTC+15a].
Feauveau [Ara13]. February [Ano10, DDS12, Dan12, Dun12b, Kha11, Lin14b].
FedCohesion [CCFM12]. Federated [BS13b, CCFM12, CSL+14, BMBS10, JAS+11, TOSQ18].
Federated-IoT-enabled [TOSQ18].
Federation [SS10a, NB13]. federations [MMS17a, MLM16]. Feedback [HZ11, Hey17, PYM+15, SKGY14, ZH15, LWK11].
Feedback-Based [PYM+15].
FEIPS [DG15]. Feistel [BFMT16, KDH15, Sas12, SEHK12].
FHE [CK18]. FHE-Based [CK18]. FHSN [SP15a]. FI [YNR12a]. FI-BAF [YNR12a].
Flat [BDSG+13]. Fibonacci [FM15, LLP+18].
Fibonacci-number [LLP+18]. Fidelity [BCP14a]. Field [CLF+17, GHPS13, HSA14, SS12a, TGC16, ZAG19]. Fields [ARH14, BGJT14, HVL17, AA14, BGJT13, CZA15a, LBOX12, ÖÖ11].
filtered [HTC17]. filtered-equality-test [HTC17]. Filtering [LLZ+12, CDGC12].
Financial [Ano11b, Ber12, DDS12, Dan12].
Finding [Hof16, Ste15a]. Fine [CDD13, YTH17, ZML17, CLH+16, FSWG11].
Fine-Grained [CDD13, YTH17, ZML17, CLH+16].
FinFET [ZJ11]. FinFET-Based [ZJ11].
Finger [KLY+12]. Fingerprint [MR14b, KKG14, ZHH+17]. Fingerprinting
[TH17, ZS12, FLZ+12, RS17]. Finite
Fully-Homomorphic [GH11b].
Fully-Homomorphic-Encryption [CN12].

[Har14]. geo-location [Har14]. geodesics
[ZZCJ14]. Geographic [LC17].

Geolocation [FPY15]. Geometric
[DSB16, GTT11, WA12, YWNW15, CLZ\textsuperscript{+17}, GZHD12]. geometrical [TL13].

Geometrically [WYW\textsuperscript{+13}]. Geometry
[tWmC12, CFR11, CZ15a]. German
[BDSF12, Blö12, Buc10, Cop10a].

Germany [FBM12, GLIC10, Sen10, Wat10].

Gesture [LCL17b, SHBC19]. gesture-based
[AUMT16, GCSAddP11]. Get
[ESS15]. GGH
[LH10b].

Ghost [CDA14]. GHZ
[CC\textsuperscript{+13}]. GHZ-State [CCL\textsuperscript{+13}]. giant [Joh15]. girls
[Mun17].

Girod [GMNS15]. GLARM
[LLZ\textsuperscript{+16}]. glimpse [Mic10a]. Global
[CLP13a, CLH13, MRS\textsuperscript{+17}, GH16, LH11a, TMK11, ZXL11, LNK\textsuperscript{+18}].

Globally [CCS14]. Glyph [XXZ18]. GMAC
[SKK10].

Goal [BMP12]. Goal-Driven [BMP12].

Goes [BCD\textsuperscript{+12}, RY10].

Goldreich [Lin17].

Goldstrike [BH15]. Goliath [Sch15c].

Gong [LW16]. Good [DQFL12, FY11, LSBN14, RY10, SA14, WT13].

goodbye [HU15].

Google [Har14, Loe15, VGN14].

Goppa [MBR15]. Gordon [GW14].

GOST [LC13, WYW14]. Government [Ano15e].

GPG [Ran14]. GPGPU [RVRS12].

GPGPUs [LCF16].

GPU [BCGH11, GCH15, HBBRNM\textsuperscript{+16}, JHCC14, MBB11, ZOC10].

GPUs [VKP17].

Graded [BR14].

grail [Wat15, Mic10a]. Grain
[BMS12, FSGW11].

Grained
[CDD13, YTH17, CLH\textsuperscript{+16}, ZML17].

Graph
[ATS15, GTH11, WH18, GJMP15].

graph-based [GJMP15].

Graphical [BCV12, CTL12, LTC\textsuperscript{+15a}].

graphical-based [CTL12].

Graphics
[HHMK14, ABDP15, KY10, PGL10].

Graphs [BFM12, KU12, KA18, Lw17, PMZ12, BBGT12].

Gray [DA10, UUN13].

Gray-Level [DA10]. Great [Acz11]. green
[dCCSB\textsuperscript{+16}, ZT16].

Grey [LRW13].

Grey-box [LRW13].

Grid
[CGB\textsuperscript{+10}, DLZ\textsuperscript{+16}b, KS15, LPL15, AMN18, JAS\textsuperscript{+11}, MCN\textsuperscript{+18}, WS12, YY11].

Grid-Based [LPL15, WS12].

Grinds
[SC10, CT11b, GLW13, SHY15, JAE10].

Gröbner [EVP10, FES10, Tam15].

Gros [Dan12].

Ground [KP17].

Groups
[AEHS15, BS12, CGY\textsuperscript{+13}, CLW16, DT13, FVS17, HL10a, Har13, LLZ\textsuperscript{+16}, LCCJ13, TW14, XLM\textsuperscript{+12}, XGLM14, XZL15, ZXH16, AKK\textsuperscript{+17}, CML\textsuperscript{+18}, GBNM11, HCCC11, HPY10, IOV\textsuperscript{+18}, LLLS13, LWS10, LLM\textsuperscript{+19}, RS15, WDLZ13, WTT12, YZL\textsuperscript{+18}, ZZA17, ZWQ\textsuperscript{+11}].

Group-based
[LLZ\textsuperscript{+16}, CML\textsuperscript{+18}].

group-key [IOV18].

Grouping
[LNZ\textsuperscript{+13}].

Grouping-Proofs-Based
[LNZ\textsuperscript{+13}].

Groups
[ABe12, GZ12, XNKGM15, YS12, YKNS12, MZ17a, WQZ\textsuperscript{+13}, ZZ15].

GRS
[TD14].

GSR
[LC17].

Guangdong
[IEE11a].

Guaranteed
[TBC15].

Guerrillas
[Has16].

Guess
[FSWF11, Fok12].

_guessing
[Che15, LCL17b, XJWW13, FIO15].

Guest
[Gup15, LLK18].

Guide
[STC11, Han12].

Guided
[CJFH14, ZSMS18].

Guiding
[DGNJ14].

H.264
[JSZ12, JH012, LLHS12, LW13c, MU12, WDDW12, ZLDD12, ZLDD14].

H.264/AVC
[JSZ12, JH012, LW13c].

H.264/SVC
[MU12, WDDW12, ZLDD12, ZLDD14].

H.265
[GKSB17].

H.265/HEVC
[GKSB17].

Hack
[DLV16, FOL16, RAN10, RAN14, RAN16].

Hacker
[ZGC16].

Hacking
[GHS14, Hea15, JEA\textsuperscript{+15}, Sta13].

hacks
[Ran10].

Halftone
[GL10].

Hall
[Ful10, Don14].

Hall-CRC
[Ful10].

Hamming
[CCCL11, KSY12].

Hand
[SR12a, Cho10].

hand-held
[Cho10].

Handauth
[HBC13].

Handbook
[Bee17, AB10b].

handheld
[CTL12].
High-Efficiency [DG17]. High-Impact [DM15]. High-Level [AW17, KPC+16, ABBD13].
High-Performance [GCS+13, KAK18, LPO+17, GCVR17].
High-throughput [MAK+12]. Higher-Order [LWKP12, PRC12, gWpNyY+14, ZSW+12, LWKP14].
Highly [SZDL14, ACD+15, DT13]. HIGHT [CWP12, WWBC14]. hijacking [DCAT12].
HILL [KPW13, KA17]. HIMMO [GMRT+15]. Hindering [BTPLST15].
HISS [DT13]. histogram [CSS+13, Lin14a]. Historians [Cer14]. Historical [Hai17, Han12].
History [ABJ13, Ano19, Cer14, Cop10a, LT14b, McK10, McK11, SE16, Sm15a].
history-free [SE16], Hitler [Hea15, Moo14]. HMAC [GWM16, MAK+12, YGS+17].
HMAC-DRBG [YGS+17]. HMAC-SHA256 [GWM16]. Hoc [LH12, PD14, She14, XHC+12, KM10b, LXX14, GSGCR+16]. Hoffstein [Mei10].
Holden [Ano17b]. Hole [Ano15d, BKKV10, PC16]. Holocaust [Han12]. holy [Wat15, Mic10a]. home [KPP16, Cor14a].
Homogeneous [HT11]. Homomorphic [AKP12, BV11, BV14, BGV14, CMO+16, CN12, CJ13, CK18, CNT12, DOS15, GH11a, GH11b, GHS12, GHPS12, KOS16, KGV16, Kim15, Lau17, LCLL15, MLO17, MSM18a, MRL+18, MBF18, Nac16, PTKT12, RCP+18, Tan15b, Vai11, WHC+15, XWZ+18, AKKY17, BDOZ11, BC18, CJXX19, CW12a, GH13, GHPS13, GLM+16, LLIW16, SEXY18, Tam15, WSC14, ZXJ+14, ZYC+17].
host [LKKL13, der10]. hostile [CDA14]. HotCalls [WBA17]. House [Ano16h, Bbl16]. HP [CGB+10].
HVS [RMG18]. HWMP [BOB13]. Hybrid [ADH11, ARM15, KBL11, KKA15, LP12, NGAuQ16, OQ12, Per13, SGG18, XWLL16, EEAZ13, KPI18, WSL16, WS14, XWS17, BOB13]. Hybrid-Double [ARM15]. hybrid-indexed [XWLL16].
IBC-HWMP [BOB13]. IBM [ABC+12, ACD+15, BAB+13, HKL+14, JSM+18].
ICA [tWmC12]. ICICTA [IEEE11a]. ICISC [LHL0a]. ICs [GSFT16]. ID [Ano17c, CTL13, CDPLCA16, EZ15, HCC10, IB11, KG010, LMG17, LLY14, MWZ12, MM12, MMZ12, Mes15, PLPW13, TPL16, TT12, TTH15, Wan18, WT10b, WTT12].
ID-based [MM12, LMG17, MWZ12, TT12, TTH15, WT10b, CTL13, EZ15, HCC10, IB11, KG010, LLY14, MMZ12, Mes15, PLPW13, TPL16, Wan18, WTT12].
ID-card [Ano17c]. ID2S [YRT+16]. IDEA [BNY14]. Ideal [LPO+17, WCL+18, HKT11, yYQWqZC13]. idealness [TD14]. ideas [Mac12].
YGFL15, YKK18, AGLW16, CTHP13, CJP12, CJP15, EA12, HQY+16, KI11, KL13, NLYZ12, YTm+14. **identified** [AZH11].

**identifier** [MJS13]. **identifiers** [Cer18].

**Identifying** [CSV15, SVG16, ZCSW15].

**identities** [GLM+11]. **Identity** [AQD12, ASM12, ASVE13, Ano15b, ACAT+15, ASS15, BWLA16, BCF16, BHG12, BKPW12, BDFK12, Ber12, Ber17, BS13b, Bow11, Cal13, CCFM12, CSL+14, CSZ+11, CZLC12a, CZLC12b, CLHC12, CZLC14, CGL+12, CGY+13, Chii12, dCCSM+12, FHH10b, FZT14, FSX12b, FSX12c, FSX12a, GOPB12, KY13, GDCC16, GJJ15, GJJ17, HZC+12, HvS12, HSM13, HSM14, HZC15, HYWS11, HYF18, KKA14, KRB12, Kuz11, LMG+18, LMB12, LSL12a, LKAT12, LXJ14, LCC+15, LTZ16, LD11, LSC12, LCR12, MLO17, MBE+13, MJGS12, M10, OdH12, Par12a, PSS+13, PSJ+13, PWVT12, RDZ+16, RS15, SS10a, SS10b, SS12a, SAAB10, Sch11, Ser12, SSPC12, SK14, SWW+16, SGH15, TCR14, Tia15, TH16, TMGP13, Vle12, WY10, Wan14, XXZ12, XQL11, XJW+16, YXZ+12, YTm+14, Yon11, YHK+10, YKc+11, YFK+12, YC12, ZH12+12, ZMW16, ZDW+16, ZPXX17, ZYM18, ZTSR12, ATKH+17. **identity** [Ano13d, BMBS10, BOB13, BMM12, BBGT12, CTHP13, dCCS+16, DZ14, Din10, DWZ12, FA14b, GM15+15, GPVClBRO12, HZC+14, HWD16, HZWW17, HL11, HLB12, HL11, HPM10, Hwa11, JZS+10, KKGK10, KLM+13, KL11, LK12, LXM12, LC+14, MMS+17a, MD15, MGP10, MJGS13, MML16, MM13, NCL13, OJ11, PLCCS11, QYWX16, RG10, SSY12, SE14, SE16, SR10, hSS2Z15, SA16b, Sim15b, SSS11, SSS11, SM16, WWYZ11, WYWY11, WSC14, WLFX17, WMX+17, Wat14b, WWW17, XW12, XCL13, XH14, YWL+17, YQWqZ13, YPS+16, YMSH10, YKC+12, YXA+16, YNX+16, ZJ12, LZXJ10, PN10, Sar18a, Kat13].

**Identity-Based** [ASS15, BWLA16, BHG12, BKPW12, CZLC12a, CZLC12b, CZLC14, CGY+13, Chii12, FHH10b, FZT14, FSX12b, FSX12c, FSX12a, GY13, GJJ15, GJ17, HZC+12, HSM14, HZC15, LMG+18, LSL12a, LCC+15, LTZ16, LSLW15, LH11b, LSC12, LBR12, MLO17, RDZ+16, SGH15, TCR14, Wan14, XXY12, XJW+16, YXZ+12, YHK+10, YKc+11, YFK+12, YC12, ZH12+12, ZMW16, PZX17, ZYM18, CSZ+11, HSM13, HYWS11, HYF18, LKAT12, LJ14, MJGS12, RS15, SWW+16, Tia15, TH16, ZDW+16, BOB13, BMM12, CTHP13, DZ14, FA14b, GMRT+15, HZC+14, HWD16, HZWW17, HL11, HLB12, HL11, HPM10, Hwa11, LK12, LCT+14, MJGS13, MM13, NCL13, QYWX16, RG10, SE14, SE16, hSS2Z15, SA16b, SSS11, SM16, WLFX17, XW12, XCL13, YW+17, yQWqZ13, YKC+12, YXA+16, ZJ12, LZXJ10, Kat13].

**Identity-Hidden** [PSS+13]. **IdM** [ACAT+15]. **IDs** [SOS15]. **IEC** [BCM12, BCM13]. **IEEE** [IEE10, IEE11b, IEE13, Yan10, BOB13, CL11, FLH13, NBZP17, ZBR11].

**IEEE802.16e** [HLCL11]. **if** [ABJ13, Rus15]. **IFIP** [GLIC10]. **IP** [MMZ12]. **Igor** [Sha10]. **II** [Mun17, SCP101b, SMOP15, ZWS+18].

**III** [SMOP15]. **Illegal** [ABJ13]. **Ilogical** [Hel17]. **Illumination** [KLY+12]. **Illusion** [GHS14]. **Illustrated** [Cop10a]. **Im** [BGI+10, BGI+12] **IMA** [Che11]. **IMACC** [Che11]. **Image** [Bal10, BAA13, BB14, BWR12, CJFH14, DA10, IAD10, JH12, KPS10, LA15, LLL17a, MBC15, MAL10, MSM+18b, PWW10, RS16, RVRSCM12, SH11, SM11, SJ12, SP+12, SMK18, SSA13, SRAA17, SZT18, TB18, WHZ12, WZL12, WW+13, WYCF14, yQWqZ18, WYK12, YL+12, YN15, Ye10, Ye14, YH16, YXD18, ZZX+11, BWA13, BM13, CT11a, CW14a, EA11, FMB+18, GKK11, HLC16, KM11, LXML11, LW10, LULW11,
BF11, CVM14, CDGC12, CGB+10, CST+17, CBL13, Dew11, DP12, FHKP17, FHS13, HHH+13, IF16, JHHN12, LG12, LW11a, Low12, MA17, MAL10, NTKG17, SGC14, STC11, TWZ11, WSS12, XZZ18, Yan10, Ye10, ZZ15, ZHL15, AB10a, Abe10, AL15, ASVE13, BSS11, BGP+17, DMWS12, KL13, LWK+18, MKH+12, Mar10b, SRB+12, WW13, BYL10, LH10a.

Invention
[YKWF14, CDSLY14, KK10, MZ17a, TLL13].

Invariant
[ZXYL16].

Invisibility
[KHHH14].

IoT
[ISO/IEC BCM12, BCM13, TS16a, WWBC14].

Irregular
[JKHeY12].

Isogeny-Based
[KAK18, Lau17].

Isolating
[LG12].

ISSAC
[Wat10].

Issue
[Ano13d, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16h, CSYY18, GO17, LW13a, LKL18, XW13, PHWM10, Sim15b].

IP
[ZXYL16].

Invert
[yWpNyL11].

involution
[BCM12, BCM13, TS16a, WWBC14].

IRIW
[KK10, MZ17a, TLL13].

Inert
[ZXYL16].

invertible
[SLY16].

Investigating
[SPM+13].

Investigations
[Bl16a, Har14].

ISN
[ISO/IEC BCM12, BCM13, TS16a, WWBC14].

ISO-IEC
[BCM12, BCM13, TS16a, WWBC14].

ISO/IEC
[BCM12, BCM13, Isogenies [Y+17].

Isogeny
[KAK18, Lau17].

Isogeny-Based
[KAK18].

Isolated
[YS15].

Isolating
[LG12].

ISSAC
[Wat10].

Issue
[Ano13d, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16h, CSYY18, GO17, LW13a, LKL18, XW13, PHWM10, Sim15b].

Italian
[Sac14].

Italy
[Cra12].

Item
[YD17].

Iterate
[HHR11].

Iterated
[ILPS12].

Iteration
[CCZC13].

Iterative
[SXL16].

ITUbee
[FXP+17].

J
[Bar12, Led16, Sch15a, WZM12a].

J2ME
[GPT12].

J2ME-Enabled
[GPT12].

Jacobian
[BAAS13].

Jacobians
[Hes12].

Jacques
[Nac12].

jamming
[YSJ14].

Janet
[Ayu12].

Japan
[Sah13, Maf16].

Japanese
[Don14].

Java
[GPT12, XHH12].

Jaypee
[CGB+10].

Jean
[Dew11, Nac12, SR14].

Jean-Baptiste
[Dew11].

Jean-Francois
[SR14].

Jean-Jacques
[Nac12].

Jeffrey
[Mei10].

Jill
[Mei10].

Joe
[Car11].

John
[Wes16].

Johnny
[HM12, RAZS15].

Join
[PD14].

Joint
[ABF12, LC15, PMZ13, TCN+17, LSQ11b, ZC12].

Jonathan
[Ful10, Mou15].

Jones
[Ber16a].

Jose
[ACM11].

Joseph
[Mei10].

Joshua
[Ano17b].

Journey
[CST17].

Joux
[AY12].

JPEG
[AOT13, LSQ11b, LC15, MAL10, QZ14, SK12a, WHZ12, WLIH13, ZC12].

JPEG-2000
[ZC12].

July
[Wat10].

Junction
[VDB+16].

June
[ACM10, ACM11, Gill0, Kap11, Wes16].

Juniper
[CCG+16, CMG*18].

Juraj
[Gas13].

Just
[Pfi10].

JXTA
[AMHJ10].

K
[BKLS12, BKKV10, BB10, CVM14, CT18, CLY14, Che15, CJ13, Ch16, CCT+14, CNT12, Cou12, CMA14, DWWZ12, DL12, EAA+16, FZT13, FVS17, FBMI2, GFBF12, GT12, GZZ+13, GSW+16, GST13, GPT14,
[YYO15].


Large-Scale [DM15, JKHeY12, LQD+16, dCCSB+16, FXP12, GSN+16, SR10, ZZKA17, ZVH14].


Lattice [ADM12, Ano11b, AYS15, BSJ15, EM12, FGM10, HPO+15, HKR+18, LPO+17, MLO17, PG12, AAT16, Dra16, LLM+19].

Lattice-Based [ADM12, Ano11b, AYS15, BSJ15, EM12, HPO+15, HKR+18, LPO+17, MLO17, PG12, AAT16, LLM+19].

Lattices [Boy13, Lau17, TH16, XZ12, ZQQ15, Kre13, Tia15, XLW16, yQyWqZ13].


Layer [LHM+15, ZHX16, HQY+16, LKK13, ZHIH+17].

Layered [BS14, GRL12, WWL+14, JCHS16, ZC12].


Leakage [AV12, BKKV10, CBL13, DCA18, DHB16, FPS12, HHH+13, HHP17, IL15, LTZ16, NTKG17, NTY12, Pan14, SGH15, TTH15, Wan18, XZY+12, YZLC12, YZ12, YCZY12, ZYT13, ZWTM15, ZM16, ZZZ17, ZY17a, ZY17b, ZYM18, CQX18, DLZ16a, DMWS12, GV14a, GLL+18, SGP+17, YLZ+16, ZWM14, ZCC15]. Leakage-Free [IL15, TTH15]. Leakage-Resilience [NTY12]. Leakage-Resilient [AV12, FPS12, LTZY16, Pan14, XZY+12, ZYT13, ZZZ17, ZY17a, ZYM18, ZY17b, CQX18, DLZ16a, GV14a].


Left-to-right [BBG+17]. Legacy [CS12, Smi11b, CGH17]. Legal [ZTSR12].

LeGall [Ara13]. Legislation [PH12].

Lemonade [DFKC17]. Lemons [DFKC17].


Less [TKR14, GM13, Kam16]. Lessons [KMP+11, TGC16, WL11, CMG+18]. Level [AW17, Ano15a, BRPB13, BKJP12, CCW+10, DA10, Gh12, HS18, JWJ+17, KPC+16, KGP12, MV16a, ZLD15, ABBD13, MEFQ12, RS17, UUN13, VS11, YT11a, BAI12].

Leveled [BGV14]. leveling [LY15]. Levels [HLC11, LRL17].

Leveraging [DMS+16, HCM11, MvO11, SKGY14].

Lewis [Mar10a]. Lexicographic [ZAC17].


Light [JEA+15]. lightning [Ran10]. Lightweight [AMKA17, AARJ12, BSS+13, BFTM16, BKL+13, BM11, CGC16, DMWS12, CWP12, CCF17, DS11, ESS12, EKP+13, FQZF18].
GNL12, GAI\textsuperscript{+}18, GMVV17, GMSV14, HZWZ18, HCETPL\textsuperscript{+}12, IS12, IOM12, KE19, MO12, MFG16, MPM\textsuperscript{+}17, PCDG14, Shel14, ZWY\textsuperscript{+}13, ZLY\textsuperscript{+}19, AMN18, AATM18, AKKY17, BLL\textsuperscript{+}19, Bor10, BBB16b, CL11, FLL\textsuperscript{+}14, GTSS19, KDH15, LLZ\textsuperscript{+}16, MCN\textsuperscript{+}18, MNP12, MV15, MHY\textsuperscript{+}18, PJ18, PSdO\textsuperscript{+}13, SGJ\textsuperscript{+}18, Tan12b, TG17, WLZ\textsuperscript{+}16, WCFW18, WWCBC14, XWZ\textsuperscript{+}18, XHM14, YCT15, ZSW\textsuperscript{+}18a. Like [BW16, ERLM16, CGCS12, KO16, LJ15, LJ16, RS14]. Lilliput [BFMT16]. Limitations [DR12]. Limited [DFKC17]. Limited-Use [DFKC17]. Limits [AS16, GV14a, KS12]. Lindell [Ful10]. Line [FEL12, YMWS11]. Linear [BC1\textsuperscript{+}13, BW12, CGCS12, CMA14, EKP\textsuperscript{+}13, FGMP12, LGLL12, LJ15, LJ16, LFW\textsuperscript{+}16, WGF16, YCL17, BBEP14, Bul10a, FES10, MOGOGCC15, Her10, HCCC11, LJ15, O811, SA14, XSWC10]. Linear/Linear [EKP\textsuperscript{+}13]. Linearly [ADD10]. Linguistic [OO18, OO10, OTO18]. linguists [Maf16]. link [Ham12, VS11]. link-state [Ham12]. Linkable [YLA\textsuperscript{+}13]. linked [JCHS16]. linking [NPH\textsuperscript{+}14]. Linux [Fel13]. Lipreading [OS12]. LISISAP [VS11]. List [AEHS15]. Listening [Lan17]. live [ZZCJ14]. live-wire [ZZCJ14]. Liveness [OS12]. Lives [Acz11, McK12]. LLL [NV10]. Load [AN12, FXP12, PRN\textsuperscript{+}19]. Loc [CDPLCA16]. Loc/ID [CDPLCA16]. Local [pNyWyY\textsuperscript{+}14, TMK11, VGA15, WYW\textsuperscript{+}13, LMJC11, LWW\textsuperscript{+}10, PTK14]. Locality [Kaw15, NCCG13]. Localization [SRAA17, GAI\textsuperscript{+}18, NC13, SCY15]. Locally [Yek10]. locating [ZYL\textsuperscript{+}10]. Location [Kim11, PSD15, PAK15, WPZM16, CHX13, Har14, NZL\textsuperscript{+}15, PC14, YXX\textsuperscript{+}18]. Location-based [Kim11, CHX13, NZL\textsuperscript{+}15]. Location-dependent [PKA15]. Location-Privacy [PSD15]. Locations [KD12a, Alp18]. locator [MJS13]. loci [FES10]. Locking [AB15, FHS13, LCW\textsuperscript{+}16, LHA\textsuperscript{+}16]. Loève [BCP11]. Log [YKK18, PGLL10]. Log-polar [YKK18, PGLL10]. Logarithm [BGJT14, CLL16, VM14, AMORH13, BGJT13, MM13, Mes15, TPL16]. LogCA [AW17]. Logging [YNR12a, YNRT12b]. Logic [Cll11, DGP10, Hel17, RZZ\textsuperscript{+}15, Ter11]. logical [CO11]. Loiss [DG12]. long [CFVP16, BF12]. long-term [CFVP16]. look [AY14a]. look-up [AY14a]. Looks [ERLM16, KTA12, Sch16]. lookup [LDDAM12]. lookup-table [LDDAM12]. loop [DWA12]. losing [SLZ12]. Loss [DK16, JTZ\textsuperscript{+}16, DMV15]. Lossless [DA12, LZA\textsuperscript{+}12b, GJ13, TTL10, WH13]. Lossy [BKPW12, CW12a, DN12, ASO14, CQX18]. Lost [WBA17]. love [Fag17, FHM\textsuperscript{+}12]. Lovers [Keb15, Mac14]. Low [ABC\textsuperscript{+}17, AWSS17, Ba10, BCO13, BCG\textsuperscript{+}12b, CMLS15, DJL\textsuperscript{+}12, FHS13, GST13, G12, LJK17, LBR12, Man13, NVM\textsuperscript{+}17, RS17, SAJL16, WT10b, ZJ11, CZ14, Chi13a, FQZF18, LKGY10, LKAT12, LEW19, MV15, NR11, ZPZ\textsuperscript{+}16]. Low-Bandwidth [GST13, NR11]. Low-Bit-Rate [LJK17]. Low-complexity [DJL\textsuperscript{+}12]. Low-Cost [ABC\textsuperscript{+}17, GI12, Man13, NVM\textsuperscript{+}17, LEW19]. Low-Distortion [FHS13]. low-end [Chl13a]. Low-Latency [BCG\textsuperscript{+}12b]. Low-Overhead [AWSS17]. Low-Power [SAJL16, WT10b]. low-resource [FQZF18, MV15, ZPZ\textsuperscript{+}16]. Lower [LJ15, Sha10]. lp231 [LK14]. LPM [LD13, PJ18]. LPN [HKL14]. LPSNR [LP12]. LR [Y12, ZWM14]. LR-FEAD [ZWM14]. LR-UESDE [Y12]. LSB [DAA10, Tan12a]. LTE [CLM\textsuperscript{+}12, DLK\textsuperscript{+}16, LL13, QMW17, SGC16, TM12]. Lucas [RW12]. Lucia [DDS12, Dan12]. Lucky [AP13]. Lumpur [HWG10]. LUT [HF14b]. Luther [ABJ13]. LWE [BV11, XY18].
MitM [TY16b]. mix [WGJT10].
mix-networks [WGJT10]. Mixed [ST16].
mMTC [CML+18]. Mo [RBS+17]. Mobile [BCD+12, FD11, GPT12, GdM16, HvS12, HLKL15, KP12, KKA15, LH12, May15, NRZQ15, Sch15b, SFE10, She14, SAA12b, WPZM16, WT10b, XHH12, XNKG15, XHC+12, YHL16, Yon11, ZLDD12, Aia15, AAZ+16, ALL+18, CLP+13b, CTL12, CWSN11, CT12, uHAN+18, FHH10a, FA14b, FHZW18, GM16, GH16, HZW17, HZW18, HL14, IB11, Kem11, KKA14, KKM+13, KKM+14, KKG14, KSB+17, LH13, OYHSB14, Par12b, hSZZ15, SSAF11, SKB+17, SHBC19, TKHK14, WSC14, WT10a, YHH18, YNX+16, ZLDD14, ZDW+16, ZC12, MFB+13, SLL10].
mobile-cloud [KKM+13]. mobiles [GCSAddP11]. Mobility [CLH13, LNK+18a, CL11, GH16, LH11a, MYYR13, YLS12, ZX11]. Mode [HZ11, Mar10c, PAF18, gWPNyY+14, WLC12, Fay16]. Model [AW17, App13, CT18, CLP13a, GLG12, GJO+13, GJJ15, GJZ17, HZ15, IA15, Kar12, KP17, LHM+15, LZC+12b, MVR12, PYM+15, PNRC17, SZZ14, SPM+13, TBCB15, WWC+11, WWH12, XZY+12, Yon12, ZH15, BL11, CK11, CDPLC16, DFJ+17, HKT11, HTC17, KSU13, LZT12, LCY+16, LL16b, MGP10, Mas17, MM13, NB13, WYL13, WZM12a, WZM12b, YC12, ZCL+19, TCH15]. Model-Predictive [TBCB15]. Model-based [IA15].

Model-Predictive [TBCB15].
Modeling [CJFH14, GBNM11, LTPK16, MKN13, PAS13b, Ana14, CDGC12, MY+18].
Modular [Abe12, VN17]. modulation [CPB17]. Moduli [APPV15]. Modulus [CNT12, LyWIZ12, SEY14, KFL+10].


MPSS [SLL10]. MRAM [DSB16, PAF18, VDB+16]. MRAM-Based [VDB+16]. MrCrypt [TLM13]. MSP430 [KSH18].

MSP430X [GL12]. MST_1tn3 [SvT10]. Much [DL15]. Muhammad [ABJ13]. Multi [ASS15, BBEPT14, BRT12, CWL+14, Chi12, GVV12, GZJ12, HYS11, HC12, HRS16, IG11, KTT12, KMO14, LyWSZ10, MZHY15, MEFO12, MLBL12, NGAuHQ16, OKG+12, OSSK16, SK12b, TWZ+12, TTM+17, Wan14, WOLP15, XWSW16, YWW10, Ye14, ZC13, ZQQ15, ZLDC15, BGG+13, CPPT18, CLP+13b, CFVP16, CJXX19, CG12b, CLHJ13, CW14a, CZ15b, DFJ+17, FHZW18, GMOGCCC15, GPVCD12, GZS+18, HL14, HL14, HCC11, HLC12, ISC+16, JCHS16, KM11, LXMW12, LXX+14, LCT+14, LH13, LWY12, Mas17, QMC17, SCY15, SWW+16, SSS11, TLL12, WDZL13, WXX+17, XLYZ16, XHM14, YCC16,ZZKA17]. multi-agent [GPVCD12]. multi-authenticated [HL11].

Multi-Biometric [NGA16, MLBL12]. Multi-bit [TWZ+12]. multi-channel
Multi-ciphertext [CFVP16, SWW+16].
Multi-criteria [ZZK17].
Multi-crypto-processor [BGG+13].
Multi-domain [IG11, QMC17].
Multi-factor [HC12, CLP+13b].
Multi-flow [LWY12].
Multi-gateway [WXK+17].
Multi-generation [CJXX19].
Multi-hop [LCT+14].
Multi-instance [BRT12].
Multi-KeyWord [CWL+14, XWSW16, OSSK16, GZS+18, LXX+14].
Multi-lateral [SCY15].
Multi-layered [JCH16].
Multi-Level [ZLDC15, MEFO12].
Multi-linear [BBEPT14].
Multi-Party [KMO14, TYM+17, GVW12, LyWSZ10, XLWZ16].
Multi-Pixel [YWY10].
Multi-precision [SK12b].
multi-privileged [WDZL13].
Multi-Proxy [ASS15, GJZ17].
multi-purpose [KMI1].
Multi-Receiver [WK14, Chi12].
Multi-sawtooth [Ye14].
multi-scale [CG12b].
multi-scroll [GMOGCCC15].
Multi-Secret [HYS11, ZC13, CW14a, HCC11, HLC12].
Multi-Segment [WOLP15].
multi-server [CLHJ13, FHZW18, HL14, ISC+16, LXMW12, LH13, SSS11, TLL12, XHM14].
Multi-Signature [ASS15].
multi-stage [M17].
Multi-target [HRS16].
multi-use [CZ15b].
Multi-User [MZY15, OKG+12].
multibit [KPS10].
Multicast [CC14, BAL10, HGKY11, LIT10, NACLR12].
Multicoupon [HHDFGC15].
Multidevice [DPCM16].
Multidimension [AJA16].
Multidimensional
[Her10, WWBC14, HMCK12].
Multifactor [MMY12].
Multigigabit [PP10b].
multi-hop [ADF12].
Multilayer [NXH+17].
Multilevel [FMS12b, HF14a, NSA15].
Multimedia [NSA15, PMZ13, PZPS15, PM+15, WLY+15, ZW15, Zha15b, ZSA12, HM10, HWYW14, LLLK10, Wan13, XWSW16, TW14].
Multimodal [GM16, Sar18a, AHM+18, ATT+10, MHT+13].
MultiObjective [ZÁC17].
Multipartite [HR13].
Multiparty [BDOZ11, CCL+13, Fri10b, ADMM16, LDDAM12].
Multipath [LH12].
Multiple
[DSB15, DUN12a, FR16, KBL11, LTC+15, LQD+16, NDC+13, SY14, SC10, SKS+18, Sta12, WWL+14, GZS+18, LWZG10, LTC+15a, LZC17, MN14, RWZ13, TKHK14].
Multiple-Layered [WWL+14].
Multiple-Parameter [NDC+13].
multiple-precision [MN14].
Multiple-Secret [SC10].
Multiplication [AK14, CMO+16, HVL17, SK12b, YTS12, AAT16, SKH15, SF12].
multiplicative
[KHHH14].
multipliers [ARM15].
Multireceiver [FHH10b].
multisecret [FGMP12].
Multistream [WXL+17].
Multitone [GL10].
Multivariate
[DP17, ST16, YL17, YDH+15].
multiwatermarking [WL12].
multiwavelet [PPW10].
Munich [Wat10].
Music [NTKG17, Wes16].
musical [Ana14].
Mutt [Tan14].
Mutual
[CJP12, GI12, GM14, Kim16, SBS+12, WT10b, AATM18, BDM18, CJP15, Cho14, CL11, FHH10a, Far14, GPLZ13, GH16, HDPC13, IB11, JNUH17, JKAU19, KIH19, KP18, KLW+16, LK+17, MMP19, SPLHC14, TG17, XMHD13].
MVP
[CD12].
mvSERS [HLKL15].
My
[GPT14, CMG+18].
Naïve [ZW+17].
Name [YCM+13].
Named [LLZ+17].
Names
[ABJ13, MPJ+16].
National
[Fid18, ABJ13].
Natural [ZWS15].
nature [KL13].
Naval [Don14].
Navy
[Maf16].
Nazis [Hea15].
NDSS [Ano10].
nearest [LVR10].
nearby [PHGR16].
necessary
[TD14].
NECPPA [PZBF18].
needs
[Sch12b].
neglected [Joh15].
Negligible
[DF11].
negotiation [MMP19].
Neighbor
[KA18, LVR10].
Neighborhood [DA10].

Network-Assisted [KCC17]. network-based [YLS12]. Network-Coded [She14]. Network-on-Chip [Bis17]. Networking [LCK11, LLZ+17, ZHL15, Kim11, LCM+17]. Networks [ABCL17, ABC+17, BN14, BPSD17, BFMT16, CS14, CSH+18, DS11, DF16, FMS12b, GMV17, HZC+12, HBC13, HK14, KHI10, LLCI1, LL15, LHM+15, LZCK14, LWCJ14, LLZ+12, MPN+17, NSA15, NRY+14, OO12, OKG+12, PYM+15, PCPK14, RWLL14, SWYP12, She14, SP15b, Smil11b, SL111, SZT18, TCN+17, WXL+17, WLY+15, XHC+12, YMI6, ZC13, ZW15, Zha15b, ZLDD12, ZSA12, Aia15, ASO14, APK+18, AIB+16, AIKCI18, ADF12, BDK11, BLAN+16, BBB16b, CDGC12, CLM+12, CML+18, CLSW12, CL11, DSCS12, DK12, DLN13, EEA13, FA14b, FMA+18, GH16, HGYY11, HZC+14, HZWW17, HCC11, HCM11, HTC+10, HYF18, JNLI17, JLT+12, JM1W+16, KM10b, KLC+10, KO16, KLV+16, KDW+17, LLLS13, LC17, LMJC11, LXY14, LK17, LN+18b, M5M+18b, QMW17, RPG12, SGCR+16, SA12, SGJ+18, SZMK13, lSZZ15, SKK10, TODQ18, TKHK14, WGJT10, Wan13, WW14, WXK+17, WX13, XWDN12, XCHCI4, XMHD13, YHH16, ZWQ+11].

networks [ZR11, ZCLL14, ZTW16, ZLDD14, ZHH+17, ZX11, LNK+18a].

Neural [CSH+18, SKS+18, YZLC12, EEAZ13].

Neuroscience [BSR+14, JW14].

Neutrality [Kha10]. Neutrality-Based [Kha10]. Nevada [IEE10]. never [Bai12].


Next-Generation [MR14a]. NFC [LY14, Mic16]. NFSR [WGD18].

Niederreiter [HIC17, MVVR12].


nobody [Sto12]. Node [NYR+14, OKG+12, LC17, PX13, SAAB10]. Node-Capture [NYR+14]. Nodes [VGA15, ZYL+10].

Noise [ASN11, YM17, ZHH+17]. Noised [JLS12].

Noisy [ASN12, HZ+14]. Non [AS17, AMH+16, BCI+13, CG14a, CPS16, DJL+12, DPW18, EKP+13, FHKP17, FMVN14, HKB14, KTT12, LLG15, MH13, MSas12, OOR+14, Pas13a, RMG18, Svo14, WgMW12, YNQ15, YKCI12, ZLDD12, AY14a, BS15, CS11, ESI14, GI12, GI1+12, Kre13, Lan11, LP11, MSas13, SES+16, SXL6, XSWC10, Yan14]. non-adjacent [Kre13].

non-associative [BS15]. Non-Black-Box [CPS16]. Non-blind [HKB14, RMG18].


Non-contextual [Svo14].

non-cryptographic [AY14a, ESI14].

non-dynamic [SES+16]. Non-interactive [BCI+13, Pas13a, Yan14]. Non-intrusive [MH13].

non-iterative [SXL6].

Non-Linear [EKP+13, XSWC10]. Non-Linear/Linear [EKP+13].
Non-malleability [KTT12].
Non-Malleable [DPW18, MSas12, CG14a, FMNV14, OOR’14, Pas13a, LP11, MSas13].
Non-monopolizable [DJL’12].
Non-perfect [FHKP17].
Non-Repudiation [LLG15].
Non-stationary [ZLDD12]. Non-tamper [WgMW12]. Non-uniformly [YKDL12].
Non-Volatile [AMH’16,YNQ15,CS11].
NonInteractive [KOS16,GOS12].
Nonlinear
Norm [Low12]. Note [HYS11,Gal13,Hwa11,Lin11]. nothing [Cer15]. Notions
[KFOS12,SNJ1,Sal12,BP11]. Novel [CLHC12,KRHD13,LLG15,LyWZZ12, LH1b, MJGS12, MCS’15, SWM’10, SC’12, VN16, WHZ12, WZXL12, YZX’12, Ye14, ZMZ17, BOB13, CH10, DDFR13, GPLZ13, HCCC11,J XLZ15, LXC11, LMJC11, LH13, LWW’10, LML’13, MRT10, NZL’15, PZBF18, SYW17, Sun16, TG17, jT12b, WYL13, WZG’12, YWT’12, ZBR11].
November [Kap11,LCK11,Yan11]. NSA [ABJ13,Ano13b,AHS13,Bud16, Men13b, Sta13, Tox14]. NSDG [SSP12]. NTOW [BS15]. NTRUEncrypt [DWZ18,KY10].
NTRUSign [Wan10]. NTT [MCDB12].
NTRU-Based [MCDB12]. Nuclear [Hel17].
Number
[AD11,BKLS12,CDK’10,DSL18,Fok12, Ham17, KAI18, LTPK16,LCLW17,MFG16, NIS12, NNAM10, Shal0, SARA17, SRK’17, CFY’10, CP13, LLP’18, LGKY10,Lin11, MS12a, MRT10, SH11, Sti11, XSWC10].
Numbering [MNS11]. Numbers
Numerology [GG11]. NVMM [CS11].
O [CDD13]. Obfuscated
[LSM16,OWHS12,ZM16]. Obfuscating [BGI’10,BGI’12]. Obfuscation [ABCL17, AS16, AWSS17, BBC’14, BV18, BCP14b, BR14, CZ15b, DRS16, EMW14, FKO15, GGHR14, GGH’16a, GGHW17, MH14, BBGT12, CFVP16, GGH’16b, OSSK16].
Obfuscation-Based [ABCL17].
Obfuscators [PSD15]. Obfuscated
[AWSS17]. Object [BCK17]. Objects
[ZCWS15,HST14,SMBA10,WW13].
Oblivious
[DN12,WCL’18,CGH11,RYF’13].
Obscurity [Edw14]. observation
[WHY’12]. Observations [HCL’14].
Obtaining [BB10]. Occasion [Nac12].
October [CGB’10,IEE10,IEE11b].
OFDM [CLZ’17].
[Par12b]. Offers [Pau10]. Office [Mor12].
officers [Maf16]. Official [Küp15]. Offline
[Ano15a,GAS’16, JMG’16, JW’17, LKAT12, RSM15].
Offline/online
[LW’17]. Offloading [JHCC14]. Offs
[ASBD16,BS14,SR10]. offsets [YQH12].
Old [Che17,GY13]. on-chip [BAB’13].
On-Line [FFL12]. On-siteDriverID
[SGGCR16]. On-the-fly [PS14]. One
[CP16,DSMM14,DCAT12,FD11,HP14, HG12,Mat14,NA10a,PC16,TYM’17, XW12,XXYYX11,XZLW15,Yon12,BM15, FHH10a,GPLZ13,HRV10,LP11, LW10,LW13b,LML’13, RK11,Rus15,SM10a, TCS14,QZWZ10]. One-Dimensional
[XXYYX11]. One-Round
[TYM’17,XZLW15,Yon12,XW12,TCS14].
One-Sided [HP14]. One-Time
[NA10a,DCAT12,BM15,FHH10a,GPLZ13, LW10,LW13b,LML’13]. One-Time-Password [FD11]. One-Way
[CP16,DSMM14,Mat14,HRV10,LP11,
RK11. Onion [KZG10]. Online [BPSD17, JMGG+16, KSD+17, PSM17, SKGY14, SZTZ18, WXY+17, ZHL15, CCG10, HYF18, KveE18, LKAT12, LJW+17, MSM+18b, SKS+18, SYW17].


TLL13, YWT\textsuperscript{12}. protection-key
[HLYS14]. Protocol
[BL12, BC14, BCM\textsuperscript{15}, BSSV12, BFK16, CC14, CCM17, FLH13, FMTR12, Fra16, GI12, HsV12, HC12, HLo10a, HCP11S12, HCE\textsuperscript{TPL}\textsuperscript{12}, HKL\textsuperscript{12}, JTZ\textsuperscript{16}, KMO14, LNZ\textsuperscript{13}, LCCJ13, LNXY15, MBC15, MR10, PSS\textsuperscript{13}, SBS\textsuperscript{12}, SGC16, TYYK\textsuperscript{12}, WT10b, XJR\textsuperscript{17}, YS12, YWF18, YZW\textsuperscript{12}, ZXZ\textsuperscript{11}, AAT18, AGK13, AIB\textsuperscript{16}, AIKC18, AN15, BDM18, BGAD12, CSD18, CCSW11, CJP15, DLK\textsuperscript{16}, EA12, FA14b, FIO15, GMSW14, GLM\textsuperscript{11}, HPC12, HWB12, HLo14, IC17, IOV\textsuperscript{18}, JKL\textsuperscript{16}, JXLZ15, Kim11, KO16, LLLS13, LDDAM12, LKKL13, LWS10, LXMW12, LEW19, LY14, ML1\textsuperscript{33}, NCL13, NLYZ12, OS16, PR12b, SPL11C14, SB17, SGG\textsuperscript{18}, SWS\textsuperscript{16}, SSS\textsuperscript{11}, SSLP\textsuperscript{T13}, TG17, Tso13, TPKH14, VS11, WCFW18, WZM12a, WZM12b, WLS14, WMYR16, WT10a, WTT12, WCCH18, XCL13, XHM14, YC12, YZZ\textsuperscript{14}, YMM13, ZWQ\textsuperscript{11}, ZTZ16, ZYC\textsuperscript{17}, ZXW\textsuperscript{18}, ZWX18, ZG10, ZZC15, ZX11, BOB13, CJP12, LFGCCG14).

Protocol [Ste15b]. Protocols [AP13, ABHC\textsuperscript{16}, BMP12, CCK12, CCK16, CCF17, CCD15, Con10, CM11, Fra15, GRL12, GM11, GLR10, HLC11, HLo10b, KOS16, LY16, MS16, MT12, Mur16, NYY\textsuperscript{14}, NSMS14, PS14, SBS\textsuperscript{12}, Sch12c, SOF12, TM12, Xio12, YRT\textsuperscript{16}, Aia15, Ano13b, ACM12, CML\textsuperscript{18}, CR10, CLCZ10, DGJ14, FTV\textsuperscript{10}, GBNM1, GLR13, HSH11, Ham12, HDPC13, HZW17, HST14, KJN\textsuperscript{16}, Ksu13, KKK\textsuperscript{16}, LKKL13, MN10, NR11, Nos11, Nos14, SD10, YSL\textsuperscript{10}].

Prototyping [KPC\textsuperscript{16}]. Provably
[BKLS12, CC14, EKB\textsuperscript{16}, Rog16, YMSH10, ZX11, ZPXX17, FA14a, HRS13, LHN11, WB12, XCL13]. Provably [BCGAP12M1, BCM12, BCM13, BHJ14, FH10a, GLL\textsuperscript{18}, IL15, LH11a, LL16b, PSM17, WMS\textsuperscript{12}, XJW13, YC12, YZZ\textsuperscript{14}, ZG10, ABBD13, FIO15, SXL16, XWXC14]. prove

DGJ14]. provenance [CDL18, ZOSZ17]. Provide [Ano15a]. Provided [KS12].

Providence [Sch15a]. provider [DFJ\textsuperscript{17}]. providers [AKK\textsuperscript{17}, BK12b, YWK10b].

Providing
[DLN13, HTZR12, KS18, MLM16]. Proving
[Sar14, AGH\textsuperscript{17}]. Proximity [IW14, Alp18].

Proxy [AS15, GSW\textsuperscript{16}, GJ15, GJ17, HG1Y11, HX15, KP12, LSL15, LAL\textsuperscript{15}, LSC12, MLO17, MBC15, NAL17, Pet12, PR17, SY13, WY10, WMS14, XJW\textsuperscript{16}, YM11, YCM\textsuperscript{13}, BGP\textsuperscript{17}, CLH\textsuperscript{16}, FSGW11, FSGW12, GHI2, HWDL16, HYF18, KKM\textsuperscript{14}, LCT\textsuperscript{14}, LF15, LL16a, LL16b, QMW17, SL12, SK\textsuperscript{17}, Tia15, Why\textsuperscript{12}, Wan18, WLS14, XWXC14, YZCT17, ZLY10, ZDW\textsuperscript{16}].

Proxy-invisible [SYL13]. Ps [HDWH12].

Pseudo
[NN12, XXYY11, CFY\textsuperscript{10}, KM10a, MG15, PLsv1E10, SH11, SM11, XSW10, Zim10].

Pseudo-Random
[XXYY11, CFY\textsuperscript{10}, KM10a, MG15, PLsv1E10, SH11, SM11, XSW10, Zim10]. pseudonym [XHM14]. Pseudonymous
[BDFK12]. Pseudoprime [DW12].

Pseudorandom
[AS17, BCGH11, BK12a, Kla10, MFG16, CP13, GCH15, HRV10].
Pseudorandomness [Sha10]. PSMPA
[ZLDC15]. PSO [TLL13]. PSPACE
[JJUW10]. Public
[Ano11b, ABW10, BVS\textsuperscript{13}, BB14, BKLS12, BBK10, CT18, CLP13a, Che15, CNT12, Cou12, FAM12, KSI17, HCT\textsuperscript{15}, IM14, JLT\textsuperscript{12}, KFOS12, LLS16, LPd10, LSQ18, LZC14, LH18, MZHY15, MMP14, MT11, Mat14, MPRS12, Muf16, NTY12, ORm16, PD15, RSBGN12, RW12, RBHP15, SG18, Saa12a, SK12b, SWM\textsuperscript{10}, Sia12, SC12, SL\textsuperscript{16}, SGP\textsuperscript{17}, SvT10, TMC15, TT12, WP17, WZ15, WWHL12, Wil18, XNK15, XZ12, Xio12, XJW13, YL17, YK\textsuperscript{11}, YFK\textsuperscript{12}, YMC\textsuperscript{17}, ZY17a, AA14, ATKH\textsuperscript{17}, BS15, BSW12, Dur15,
HZWW17, HL14, HTC17, LSBN14, LLY15, LFWS15, LH13, LL16a, RPSL10, SES+16, SY15b, VN17, YT11b, YYS+16, ZZ11, ZCC15, ZCL+19, ZY17b, FB12.

Public-Coin [CLP13a, Mat14].

Public-Key [BVS+13, BKKV10, GKS17, KFOS12, LLH18, MMP14, MPRS12, NTY12, Orm16, PDNH15, RSBGN12, RW12, SK12b, SWM+10, Sia12, XNKG15, XJWW13, YKC+11, YFK+12, ZY17a, ABW10, IM14, LPdS10, LZC14, BSW12, RPSL10, SES+16, VN17, ZCC15, ZY17b].

Publication [ZTL15].

Publicly [NMP+13, SZQ+17, YNR12a].

Publish [BGP+17, DLZ+16b, OFMR16, PRSV17, SLI11, TKR14, YSM14].

Publish/Subscribe [DLZ+16b, OFMR16, PRSV17, TKR14, YSM14].

published [MYYR13].

Publisher [Ful10, Mur10].

Publishing [VSV15, LLL+17b].

Puebla [AB10a].

PUF [BDM18, CCKM16, CCM17, DS16, KPKS12, LKM+12, MVV12, SRK+17, VDB+16].

PUF-Based [CCM17, KPKS12, MVV12, BDM18].

Pufferfish [KM14].

PUFKY [MVV12].

PUFs [IGR+16].

pulse [MRRT17].

pulse-response [MRRT17].

punctured [MG15].

Purpose [GBFB12, Gue16, ABDP15, DGNJ14, KM11].

purposes [ABB+14].

push [Wu17].

Pushdown [CCD15].

Pushing [FHV16].

Puzzle [IBM13a].

Puzzles [RSBGN12, dCCSM+12, dCCSB+16].

Py [DGIS12].

Py-Family [DGIS12].

pyramid [MHT+13].

Q&A [Hof15, Hof16].

Q3 [Ven14].

Quaeda [Mac14, Keb15].

QC [CY14, HC17, VOG15].

QC-MDPC [HC17].

QIM [LJK17].

QIP [JJUW10].

QS [AZPC14, HDWH12].

Quadratic [KRDH13, SEY14, YDH+15].

Quadraticity [MS12b].

Quality [CS12, NN12, YCM+13, SS11, WZLW13, WKH11].

Quantitative [BL15, MLBL12, MV16b, HM10].

Quantization [SSA13].

Quantization-Based [SSA13].

Quantum [Ano15d, Ano16c, Ano17d, Aou17e, BB14, Ber14, BCF+14, Che17, CCL+13, Feh10, FKS+13, Fol16, JEA+15, Kar12, KP10, LLK18, LHA+16, MS16, MSU13, MKAA17, NNA10, NA10b, QCX18, RK11, RSM15, Sti11, TMI12, Unr15, WCL+18, Y+17, ZWS+18, ABB+14, BJ16, CML16, Edw17, FRT13, GJMP15, IM14, JSK+16, KKK+16, LLP+18, LyWSZ10, LCW+16, Lüd12, QD16, SK14, Svo14, YDH+15, vDKS11, Sen10, Yan11].

Quantum-Oblivious-Key-Transfer-Based [WCL+18].

Quasi [BGJT14, OWHS12, OTD10, BGJT13].

Quasi-Chirp [OWHS12].

Quasi-Cyclic [OTD10].

Quasi-Polynomial [BGJT14, BGJT13].

Quaternion [YWNW15, yWpWyYpN13].

Queries [HLW12, LHKR10, BKV13, CHX13, DFJ+17, HMCK12, PRZB12, TKMZ13, WL19].

Query [DCA18, GA11, PCDG14, WCL+18, AZPC14, BS13a, CH11, ED17, HWK+15, JCHS16, LKX+14, LW13a, YQOL17, ZHT16].

Query-preserving [GA11].

Quest [Fox13].

question [Cha13b].

Quisquater [Nac12].

Quorum [Kar12].

R [BS12, LVV11, PP10b, WYW14].

R3579X [BDK11].

Rabbit [FSWF11].

Rabin [Chi13a].

Radial [pNyWyY+14, CG12b].

Radio [KAHK17, CJP12, CJP15, EA12, Kim11, NLZY12, RGP12].

radio-frequency [CJP12, CJP15].

radix [GKCK11].

RAGuard [ZHS+19].

Rail [HF14b].

Raising [YWW10].

RAKAPOSHI [IOM12].

RAM [BYF+13].

Ramanujan [KK10].

Ramiﬁcations [ALR13].

Random [Ana14, CDK+10, DSLB18, EAA+16, FZT14, FSX12a, GSW+16, Gre17, KS15, LTKP16, LPL15, NIS12, NAM10, NN12, SC10, SRK+17, TM18, WS12, XYXYX11,
Refinements [LL11]. reflections [Hai17, OF12]. refractive [PHN+12].
Refresh [LSC+15]. Regaining [WBA17].
Register [TLCF16, LWK11]. Registers [LLGJ16, ZH15]. Registration [ISC+16].
Regular [CQX18, Wat12, WR15]. regular-expression [WR15]. regulating [DFJ+10]. regulatory [BP10]. regulatory-compliant [BP10].
Reinforcing [WXY+17]. Rejewski [Kap13].
Rekeying-Aware [QLL17]. Related [Cil11, CMA14, DGS12, HLLG18, Pud12, WLC12, MNP12]. Related-Key [CMA14, HLLG18, Pud12, WLC12, DGS12].
Relational [HPC10, RP12, WP17, BFG+14, BL11, GA11, JK13, PYP10]. Relations [BP11, FHS13, HLR11, WGD18, KGO10, LLM+19]. Release [KFOS12, RSBGN12, Umr15, WSS12].
remapping [PSJ+13]. Remarks [SSU12].
Remote [BCE+10, CS14, FYMY15, LZCK14, Sar12, SYY+17, VM15, WgMdZ12, WgMW12, CHS11, HU15, IB11, KKG14, LH10c, LNM+11, LNKL13, LWK18, LH13, MM12, Sar10a, WQZ+13, YSL+10]. remotely [Wat14b, YHHM18]. Removing [HKHK13].
Renewal [MMY12]. renewed [GPLZ13].
rental [LY14]. Reordering [Alo12].
Repositories [Ano15a]. repository [RSM15]. Representation [AGW15, BFM16, MHT+13]. Representation-Based [AGW15].
Representatives [Bla16]. reproducible [CW12a]. Repudiation [LLG15].
requiring [KHHH14]. Rescue [TSH17].
Resettably-Sound [COP14]. Resilience [NTY12, GLL+18]. Resiliency [YM16].
Resilient [AV12, BKKV10, FPI12, LTZY16, LD13, NYR+14, Pan14, PSD15, XZY+12, YZ12, YN12b, YCY12, ZYT13, ZWTM15, ZMM17, ZY17a, ZYM18, CQX18, DLZ16a, GV14a, KPS10, MM1313, SGP+17, Wan18, YSFL14, YKC+12, YLZ+16, ZY17b].
Resistance [CGCS12, PRC12, WLZ12, ZJ11, DLN13, FIO15]. Resistant [BK12a, CDK+10, GV14b, HF14b, WH12, WgMW12, WH17, YP117, GMZ15, HCC10, PBCC14, VCK+12, WTT12, YKGG13].
Resource-Constrained [CSH+18, YN12a, LLZ+16]. Resource-efficient [SZMK13, XWZ16].
Respiratory [RSCX18]. Response [GHS14, HLLL15, ZWH+16, MRRT17].
Rethinking [Che13, HU15, LSG16, MV16a].
Retrieval [BBB+16a, BTHJ12, CJP12, HK14, JMG+16, JHK12, Yek10, ZXZ+11, CJP15, SWW+17]. returned [War11].
reusable [RS17]. Reuse [ABF12]. Reveal


Scalar [YTS12, SHK15]. Scale [DM15, GU13, JKHeY12, LQD+16, CG12b, dCCSB+16, FXP12, GSN+16, SR10, ZZKA17, ZVH14].


Schedules [Pud12]. scheduling [MV16b]. Schema [AN12]. Scheme [ASS15, Bai10, BHG12, BS14, BKJP12, BDH11, CMS15, CLL16, CCW+10, CLH12, CHH12, CCZC13, CGY+13, CLH13, CWW12, DA10, DS11, DKS12, FR16, FG10, GZ+13, GHL11b, GJZ17, GLW12, GZH17, HYS11, HIDFGPC15, HMR12, HHP17, HL13, HP12, IL15, JSZS12, KU14, KP12, KTT12, KI12, KKA15, KSSY12, KLM+12, LSL12b, LHF12, LTH+15, LTYZ16, LHI11b, LGYY12, LTC+15b, LYY+18, LGPR14, MWZ12, MVR12, MRL+18, MN12, MSas12, NXB13, NLLJ12, NLY15, Pet12, PDA12, RVH+16, RMG18, SK12a, SJ12, SG+12, SD12, She14, ST16, SP15b, SJW+17, SSA13, Tan11, TTD13, TWZ11, WY10, WgMDZI12, WgMW12, gWpNyY+14, WH15, XWS16, XHC+16, XJWW13, YM16, Yami12, YZX+12, Ye10, Ye14, YTH17, YL17, Y+17, YHK+10, YMS11, ZPM+15, ZC13, ZQQ15, ZLDD12, ZY17a, AMN18, AHS14, APK+18, AKK+17, BOB13, BAL10, BM12, BBB16b, CCL11, CLSW12].

scheme [CH10, CT11a, CLHI13, CW14a, CTHP13, Cho14, DCS12, EAA+16, EZ15, FLL+14, Far14, FA14a, FHZW18, GZH12, GJ13, GMR+15, GPLZ13, GLM+16, GH16, GAI+18, GTSS19, HZW18, HBBRM+16, HL11, HCC11, HL16, HCC10, Hwa11, IB11, JNU17, JKAI19, JLT+12, JSZ+10, JM+16, KI11, KPP16, KDHI15, KK13, KMB13, KKM+13, KKM+14, KKG14, Kim16, KHI19, KP18, KLW+16, KDW+17, KWH16, KL11, LXYL12, LLZ+16, LSR13, LH10c, LZX10, LNM+11, LMJC11, LK12, LHS12, LNLK13, LK+17, LNK+18a, LWK+18, LK+18b, LFWS15, LHI3, LHH11, LWW10a, LWW11, LW13b, LZC14, LDZW19, LL16a, LL16b, LWY12, MCN+18, MMS17c, MK12a, MSas13, NR17, Nos14, PZBF18, QMC17, QMW17, RPS10, SGGC+16, SM11, Tan12b, TY16a, TK14, TD14, TL13, TTL12, UUN11, WWYZ11, WYYY11, yWpNyL11, WLH13, WDZL13,
WLZ+16, WLFX17, Wan18, WDKV19, WZ11, WKH11, WOLS12, WXK+17, XHH12, XWZW16, WXWC14, XXX15].

scheme [XMHD13, YC11, YCC16, YHHM18, YWK+10a, YCT15, YXD18, YQOL17, YMSH10, ZYL+19, ZLY10, ZXJ+14, ZYC+17, ZPYW12, ZHI+17, ZY17b, ZFH+18, ZLY+19, ZC12, ZBR11, DT13, LLZ+12]. Schemes [ABF12, BVS+13, BFM12, BBEPT14, BSJ15, CMLRHS13, CGL+12, Chu16, Des10b, FHKP17, FFL12, HSM14, HLLG18, HPO+15, LWL10b, LZCK14, MLCH10, MR14b, MMS17b, MBB18, MKRM10, Oba11, PB12, PDNH15, PH12b, Sch10, Shi11, SKH17, SSU12, VSR12, WGF16, YNR12a, YNR12b, Yik10, YWZ+12, AGHP14, AN15, AHL+12, CDGC12, CJXX19, CHS11, CCG10, CTL13, DDD14, DD13, DZ14, FPG14, FGMP12, FMA+18, HWDL16, HM10, KTUI16, LHYZ12, MM12, MA17, NZL+15, QYWX16, SES+16, Sar10a, Sar11, hSZS15, SAR18b, WW14, YT11b, ZCL+12, ZCLL14, ZT14].


Seattle [LCK11, KCR11]. Seberry [AHS14]. SEC [PA10]. Secondary [RS11]. Secrecy [ABD+15, BKST18, KZG10, TSH14, Yon12, AKY13, ABM+12]. secrecy-preserving [TSH14]. Secret [ASN11, ASN12, ADH17, Ayu12, Bai10, BBB+16a, BFM12, BBEPT14, Bri11, CCM+15, CFOR12, CCL+13, DR12, Dew11, EM12, EA11, FHKP17, FR16, Fok12, HYS11, HL10a, Has16, JLS12, Ku14, SK18, KOTY17, KK12, KK13, KSSY12, KS15, LH12, LPL15, Lin15, LCCJ13, LTC+15b, LJ16, LLKA19, Men13b, MNS11, NS12, Oba11, PCPK14, QSI18, SLL10, SC10, SS10c, SUS12, Sti15, TLW12, TWZ11, WKB16, WGF16, Wik18, XZY+12, XJR+17, YFF12, YWZ+12, ZC13, Ald11, ADG16, AKK+17, Ara13, BJ16, Bud16, Cha13c, CT11b, CW14a, CLZ+17, DD13, EEA13, EZ15, FHH10a, GJMP15, GLW13, HF14a, HH15, Hea15, HBBRM16, HCC11, HLC12, KI11, KTUI16, LXY12, LT13, LyW510, LHY12, LEW19, Mas17, Mc10, McK11, McK12, MB11, OO10, Pea11, Pet11, QD16, Rus15, SB17, SA12, SAR18b, TQL+14, TD14, UUN11]. secret [UUN13, WYL13, WZ11, WS12, WOLS12, Wu17, WX13, YC11, YCC16, YSC16, ZCL+12, ZZZ15, ZPWY12, LSC+15, BAI12]. secret-key [BJ16]. Secret-Sharing [BBEPT14]. Secretion [RSCX18]. Secretocracy [Ber16b]. Secrets [BT12, CG14b, DLWW11, FMS12a, KOB10, Man13, Bha16, Cop10b, GGH+16b, Gup15, HRS13, Sm11a, Aol17b]. Secure [ADMM16, AARRJ12, Ash14, AMH+16, BVS+13, BBLA16, BCW11, BCG12a, BCQ+13, BWA13, BJL12, BHJP14, BF11,
Security-Aware [LMS16, GHD19].
security-enhanced [AMN18].
security-modified [MM14b].
SEDURA [LY15].
Seed [AS17, LYHH14, Sun11].
seeing [Tox14].
seen [Goo12].
Segment [WOLP15].
Segmentation [WYW+13, ZZCJ14]. selectable [GLM+11].
Selected [DDS12, Dan12, MV12, BYL10, JY14, LH10a, vDKS11, JY14, MV12].
Selection [KD12a, RP12, SEY14, FXP12].
Selective [BTHJ12, GDCC16, LW12, LSC+15, LZC12a, LLH18, LZC14, LW13c].
Selective-Opening [LLH18].
Self [Cer18, CLL16, CHHW12, CSV15, DM18, HZ11, LCL+17a, LH12, LH11, SAA15, SM12, WHZ12, XWXC14, ZLDC15, AGH+17, FXP12, HL14, LT13, LH13, SH11].
Self-adaptive [LHM14, FXP12, SH11].
Self-authenticating [Cer18].
Self-Authentication [LH12, LT13].
Self-Certified [CCLL16, XWXC14, HL14, LH13].
self-composition [AGH+17].
Self-Controllable [ZLDC15].
Self-Identifying [CSV15]. Self-Recovery [SAA15, CHHW12].
Self-restoration [WHZ12].
Self-Synchronized [DM18].
Self-Synchronizing [HZ11].
Self-updatable [LCL+17a]. SELinux [SFE10], seller [KJN+16].
Semantic [YZCT17, HLR11, HTC17].
Semi [BDOZ11, KKK+16, WHZ12, ZLW15, PGLL10].
Semi-automated [KKK+16]. Semi-fragile [WHZ12, PGLL10].
Semi-homomorphic [BDOZ11]. Semi-trusted [XZLW15].
Seminary [SS10c].
Sender [WZ15]. Sensational [YGFJ15].
Sensi [Kem11]. Sensing [CCZC13, Kar12, uHAN+18, RPG12, XWZW16, Fay16].
Sensitive [Kaw15, RQD+15, Tan15a, QCX18].
Sensivity [YGD+17, LW+10].
Sensor [ABC+17, BN14, CS14, DS11, KH10, LLY+12, NNAM10, NYR+14, OKG+12, PX13, PCPK14, RWLL14, SP15b, YM16, ASO14, APK+18, AIB+16, AIFC18, ADF12, BLAN+16, BIB16b, CDGC12, CLSW12, DSCS12, DLN13, HTC+10, JHU+17, JMW+16, KLC+10, KO16, KLW+16, KDW+17, LC17, LNK+18b, PL16, SZMK13, SKK10, Wan13, WW14, WXL+17, XWDN12, XMHD13, ZYL+10].
Sensors [DL12, LIK+17].
Sensory [SGC14]. Seoul [LH10a, LW11a]. separation [MJS13].
Sequence [PFIS12, WZG+12]. Sequences [ADD10, Kla10, NN12, XXYYX11, HLC12, VM14].
Sequential [GLR10, GLR13, LLY15, WYL13].
Series [BJL16, Die12].
Serpent [PC16].
Server [BCO13, Che15, GMSV14, LSQL18, LY15, YLW13, ATKH+17, CSD18, CLHJ13, FA14b, FZH18, HDPC13, HL14, ISC+16, KMTG12, LXM12, LH13, SY15b, hSZZ15, SSAF11, SS11, TLL12, WT10a, XHM14].
Server-Aided [GMSV14, LLY15, SSAF11].
Server-Designation [Che15, LSQL18].
Server-Side [BCO13]. servers [DRD11].
Service [BKJK14, CCS14, Hay13, LDB+15, LBR12, NRZQ15, RGSG15, SPPC12, St15, VS16, AaBT16, KPP16, LHL+18, LW13a, MMP19, MLM16, Par12b, Wu17, YWK10b, ZX11, YCM+13]. Service-Based [LDB+15].
Service-Oriented [RSG15]. Services [ANO11b, DLZ+16b, MEFO12, OO12, ZHL15, AZPC14, CSD18, CHX13, GAI+18, IMB17, IG11, NZL+15, PP11, WDK19, XXX15].
Session [BS12, BKJP12, CFST17, SHS12, AN15, DCAT12, SHBC19]. Session-Based
[BKJP12]. Set
[Cor14b, EKP+13, YZ12, Con12, TMK11].
set-valued [TMK11]. sets [SF12]. Setting
[BKLS12, HHP17, MZHY15, TYM+17, XXZ12, ZHL15]. Settings [GZ12]. setup
[Jia16]. Several [Sas12, ZT14]. SGX
[WBA17]. SHA [AAE+14, ABM+12, App15, jCPB+12, LC17, MAK+12, SKP15]. SHA-1
[AAE+14, SKP15]. SHA-256
[App15, MAK+12]. SHA-3
[ABM+12, jCPB+12, LC17]. SHA1
[SBK+17]. SHA256
[GWM16]. Shadow
[Kap11]. Shadows [YSC+15]. Shakes
[CNR14]. Shamir
[BDSG+13, UUN11, WKB16]. Shannon
[AMS+10]. Shape [RITF+11, SY14, Pet11].
Shapes
[CJFH14, LMHH14, SY14, SGS14, ZZCJ14].
Share [LTC+15b, ZPYW12]. shareable
[XWY+18]. Shared [DRD11, LNX15, OKG+12, TYK+12, XJR+17, PZPS15, SA12, TG12, YYS+16, YNX+16].
shared-secret [SA12]. Shares
[CFOR12, KU14, SA16a, WY12]. Sharing
[Bai10, BFM12, BBEPT14, CCM+15, CFOR12, CCL+13, CCT+14, CLW16, DR12, EM12, FHKP17, FR16, HYS11, HL10a, HRS13, HLT+15, KU14, KOTY17, KSSY12, KS15, LYZ+13, LPL15, Lin15, LCCJ13, LTC+15b, LLKA19, NS12, Oba11, PSM17, QZZ18, SC10, SU12, SZTT18, TLW12, TZW11, WYCF14, WKB16, WGF16, XNKG15, XZY+12, YFF12, YWZ+12, ZC13, AKE+17, ADH17, CT11b, CW14a, EZ15, EA11, FGMP12, GPLZ13, GJ15, GLW13, GLB+18, HFF14a, HBBNN+16, HCCC11, HLC12, HYF18, KI11, KTU16, KPB17, LXY12, LT13, LFWS15, LAL+15, LyWSZ10, LHYZ12, LHL15, LLL+18, LEW19, LL16a, Mas17, OQ10, OQ18, QD16, Rao17, SAR18b, TD14, UUN11, UUN13, WLS14, WKK11, WS12, WOLS12, YC11, YCC16, ZCL+12, ZZ15, ZPYW12, SLL10].
Shell [WZCC18, YSS14, Tay14]. Shenzhen
[IEE11a]. Shield [NDG+17, KGV16]. Shift
[AKP12, ZHI15, LWK11]. Shift-Type
[AKP12]. Shifting [YWW10, CSS+13]. Shih
[Joh10]. Shopping [AHS13]. Shor
[MNM+16]. Short
[BHG12, CWWL12, NR12, SKV12, WQZ+16, XGLM14, LLY15, RD17, ZPYW12].
Short-Output [NR12]. Shorter
[Hü13, PPB16, TH16]. Should [Eve16]. shown
[Ana14]. shows [Goo12]. Shparlinski
[Sha10]. Shredder [AMH+16]. Shredding
[AMH+16]. SHS
[Ano12]. Shuffler [BVIB12]. Shuffles
[CKLM13]. shunned [Ree15]. Sicily
[Cra12]. Side [AN17, BCO13, CFE16, CDK+10, CBL13, DMWS12, DKMR15, EWS14, GWM16, GPT14, KOP12, NDC+13, PRC12, SG15, SR12a, Vua10, YL17, BVIB12, DJ+12, MFH13]. Side-Channel
[CBL13, EWS14, GWM16, GPT14, KOP12, NDC+13, PRC12, SG15, YL17, DMWS12, BVIB12, MFH13]. Sided
[HP14]. Sieve
[VM14]. SIFT [KLY+12]. Sign
[LL15, MEFO12, SPM+13]. Sign-On
[LL15, MEFO12, SPM+13]. Signal
[Kar12, BLL+19, MS13b, RITF+11]. Signals
[LJK17, XNRG15, AIA+18]. Signature
[Ano13a, ABF12, ASS15, AEHS15, BHG12, BDH11, CGB+13, FGM10, GJ15, GJZ17, GMSV14, HZ15, HPP+15, HHP17, Hü13, JL16, LTH+15, LGPH14, MM12, NBX13, PH12a, ST16, TTH15, WZXL12, WLB15, WYML16, WHLH16, XGLM14, Y+17, YHK+10, YMSW11, YLA+13, ZJ14, ZLH+12, AGPH14, CLSW12, CCG10, DZ14, DLN13, HYWS11, Hwa11, JZS+10, LWZ10, LL16b, NOS14, QYWX16, QMW17, QCX18, RSM15, SLM10, VSS1, WSC14, XIW16, YWL+17, YLS12, YKC+12, ZLY+10]. signature-based
[DLN13, QWM17]. Signatures
[Ano15a, ABC+17, AYS15, BBC+13, BDFK12, BHH+15, Fuc11, GY13, GdM16, HS18, Hü13, HRS16, HBG+17, MKF+16, MCF17, MKAA17, ORM16,
PST13, TH16, ASVE13, BDL+11, BPP10, GMS11, Her14, LLY15, PPB16, SEXY18, Tia15, ZQWZ10, Mou15. Signtryption
[CMA14, DZY10, FZT13, FZT14, IL15, LSL12a, Rao17, QXL11, ZYD10, EZ15, HPY10, HS11, KL11, LK12, LZT12, LKAT12, YMSH10, LHL15]. Signed
[KWH16]. signer [Hwa11]. Signing
[YAM+15, JC13]. Silent
[AMH+16]. Silverman [Mei10]. similarity [ZFH+18]. similarity-aware
[AMKA17, BSS+13]. Simple [Ano13c, CFZ12, LYY+18, Ros11, Sar10b, Sma16, TDTD13, ZH15, Zim10, CLM+12, MMS17c]. Simpler
[TH16]. Simplified [PS12]. Simulation
[CPS16, LLH18, MS13a]. Simulation-Based
[LLH18]. simulations [Ana14]. Simultaneous
[YWZ+12]. Singapore
[Abe10]. Single [ABK13, LL15, MEF012, Sas12, SPM+13, CJXX19]. single-generation
[CJXX19]. Single-SP
[Sas12]. Singular [LSL12b, BWA13]. sins
[HILV10]. SIP
[KKGK10, ZTZ16]. SIP-based
[ZTZ16]. SIP
[SYC+17]. Site
[DSB15, SS10c]. siteDriverID
[IBM13a]. Size
[AS17, AEHS15, CJ13, CSW12, EAA12, Kim15, LCLL15, MTY11, ZMW16, AHW+12, LCT+14, PPTT15, SGM16, SHBC19]. Size-Constrained
[EA12]. Skein
[FLS+10, KNR10]. Skin [AQD12]. skyline
[BKV13]. Slantlet
[TK14]. Slicing
[MZ17b]. Slide
[IOM12, LC13]. Sliding
[BBG+17, Bro17, Win17]. sLiSCP
[ARH+18]. SLMAP
[HCETPL+12]. Slow
[Sm11b]. Small
[BGJT14, BKLS12, BB10, CJ13, Kin15, LCLL15, YM16, AAT16, BGJT13, Jou13]. Smart
[AN17, ABC17, BSJ15, DLZ+16b, HCL+14, LA10, MFG16, PTD12, WgMdZ12, WgMW12, AMN18, CHS11, CLHJ13, GHD19, GAI+18, Ham19, HCC10, LH10c, LNM+11, LXMW12, LNKL13, LNK+18a, LTC+15a, MM12, MCN+18, WMYR16, YZZ+14, YSL+10, Cho10, GLIC10, SD12]. Smart-Card-Based
[HCL+14]. Smartphone
[MDMJ17, uHAN+18, DL15]. Smartphones
[Cor14b]. smashed [Fag17]. Smith
[Ano16g]. Smooth
[XYYXY11, YC11, ZBR11]. SMS
[KRM+10, PSdO+13]. SMSCrypto
[PSdO+13]. Snakes
[PC16]. SNOW
[PC16]. Snowden
[Tox14]. SoC
[GSC17]. Social
[BPSD17, KTA12, NSA15, NRZQ15, PYM+15, Rog16, SKGY14, SZTZ18, WLY+15, ZW15, Zha15b, ZHL15, BDK11, HYF18, LCM+17, LZC17, GSM+18b, SKS+18, Smi15a, YZL+18]. Society
[Sch20a, Sch20b]. Socio
[NS12]. Socio-Rational
[NS12]. SoD
[VN16]. Soft
[Jin10, TLCF16, SS17]. Soft-Error
[TLCF16]. Softw
[WZM12a]. Software
[Bar15, Bee17, EWS14, LRVW14, MRL15, WZM12a]. Software
[ABF+14, CFH+13, DK17, Eve16, GGH+16b, GIJ+12, HLV10, KHF10, LBOX12, SF12, YWT+12]. Solan
[CGB+10]. solid
[Cri16]. Solution
[Fra15, GSFT16, HLKL15, Kam13, NA10b, YFT17, Cor14a]. Solutions
[LLGJ16, BLV17, KAS15, MMP19, WW14]. Solved
[IBM13a]. Solving
[Ano17c, BB10, Bul10a]. Some
[AD12, Ber12, Dur15, LWL10b, Mid10]. Somewhat
[HTC17, KOS16, MBF18]. Song
[Con12]. Sood
[MWZ12]. SOEMONUK
[PC16]. SOT
[PAF18]. SOT-MRAM
[PAF18]. Sound
[COP14, LSR13, Sav15]. Source
[Bis17, FKOV15, MBC15, RWLL14, ZPM+18]. Sources
[LLG16, BLV17, KAS15, MMP19, WW14]. Solved
[IBM13a]. Solving
[Ano17c, BB10, Bul10a]. Some
[AD12, Ber12, Dur15, LWL10b, Mid10]. Somewhat
[HTC17, KOS16, MBF18]. Song
[Con12]. Sood
[MWZ12]. SOEMONUK
[PC16]. SOT
[PAF18]. SOT-MRAM
[PAF18]. Sound
[COP14, LSR13, Sav15]. Source
[Bis17, FKOV15, MBC15, RWLL14, ABF+14, LZC17, PX13, Pow14]. Source-Based
[MB15]. Sources
[DHB16, BJ16, SSY12]. South
[BL10, LW11a]. Soviet
[Bud16]. SP
[Sas12, SEHK12]. SPAPBox
[FG+17]. Space
[BWR12, BKL+13, NYR+14, RMG18, MMM+18b, RFY+13, ZZ15]. Space-Filling
[BWR12]. Spaces
[SH15]. spam
[SKEG14]. Spanish
Survival [YCM+13, MMS+17a]. Surviving [CFST17], suspect [der10]. SVC
[MU12, WDDW12, ZLDD12, ZLDD14]. SVD [LP12, TB18]. SVM [TLL13, swarm
[ZSMS18]. SWIFT [PLCGS11]. Switching
[CNT12, GHPS12, GHPS13, WB12]. Sybil
dCCSM+12]. Sylvie [SS10b]. Symbolic
[Wat10]. Symmetric
[BPR11a, BPR11b, BDPS12, CVM14,
FPS12, GFBF12, JCHS16, KTT12,
Khalo, PR12, PCY+17, TW11, YKNS12,
BGG+13, CGK011, DLZ16a, FH13,
GMRT+15, Gor10, GCVR17, KAS15,
LZC17, SKK10]. Symmetric-Key
[Gor10, GCVR17, KAS15, LZC17, SKK10].
Symmetry-Key [CVM14, KTT12]. symmetrical [RS17]. Symmetry [SGS14].
Symposium [ACM10, ACM11, Ano10,
IEE10, IEE11b, IEE13, Wat10, Ano11a].
symptom [YZL+18]. symptom-matching
[YZL+18]. Synchronization [BL12,
WXY+17, yWXyZ+18, AATM18, XNG+
14]. Synchronized [DM18, ACM12].
Synchronizing [HZ11]. SYND [MHC12].
Syndromes [BBC+13]. Synergy [KRB12].
Synergy-Based [KRB12]. synthesis
[RS17]. Syst [HYS18, WZM12a]. System
[AD11, Ano10, CZLC12a, CZLC14,
Cor14b, CRST15, DG15, GOPB12,
Har16, HHS+15, IAD10, JN12,
JWV+17, Jin10, KMP+11,
Lop12, MLBL12, NMS14, QLL17,
RSCX18, SMSK18, SRAA17, SLI11,
YE12, YZX+12, YKK18, ZZM17,
ZPW16, ZLDC15, ZVGM16,
AHM+18, BC18, BGG+13, Bul10a,
CH11, CTL12, CZ14, CS11,
FNWL18, GCK11, HWK+15,
HJM+11, HLYS14, JC13,
LLK10, LLL+17b, Lit14, LTC+15a,
LLL+18, MS12a, MNNW15,
PSOMPL13, SSPL+13, WMX+17,
VGZ+12, WXW16, YZL+18,
ZMM+10, ZML17, KKA14,
Dew11]. System-Level [JWV+17].
Systematic
[CCG+16, CBL13, PC16]. Systems
[AN12, AB15, BL15, BS13b, BCPT16,
BB10, CWL16, CCF17, CRE+12,
DLZ+16b, GI12, HXC+11, HCL+14,
HLN+10, LMD16, LQY10, LY16,
LNZ+13, MR14b, OS12,
PRSV17, QZL+16b, RST15a,
RST15b, SBS+12, SFKR15, Sev16,
SKH17, SGC14, SDM+12, STC11,
TKR14, YNR12a, AT10,
ATI+10, CFVP16, CFZ+10, CLZ+17,
dCCSM+12, dCCSB+16, CGH11,
CVG+13, CDA14, DZS+12, Eis10,
FXP12, GMOGCCC15, GHD19,
GSN+16, GPVcBRO12, HZGW18,
JSK+16, JHCC14, KSA16,
LCL+15, LWK+18, MLMSMG12,
MGP10, MFH13, NLYZ12, QMC17,
SS10a, SR10, SRB+12, WS14,
YSM14, ZHV14, Zhu13, MA17,
Ano11a]. Symmetric [MCDB12].
Systolic-Array [MCDB12]. SZK
[MX13]. T [SJWH+17]. T-Chain
[SJWH+17]. Table
[CCL+13, AY14a, LDDAM12]. Tables
[PTT16, XHM14]. Tag
[NNAM10, PPH12, CJP15,
SPLHC14, CJP12]. Tags
[M012, HSH11, HDPC13,
HQQ+16, LEW19, MK12a,
PLSvdLE10, TG17, WCFW18].
Taipei [Yan11]. Taiwan [Yan11]. Takes
[Ano16c]. Talking [FD11]. Tamed
[NXB13]. taming [BBDL+17]. tamper
[MN10, NC13, WgMW12]. tamper-evident
[MN10]. Tamperable [ACM+17].
Tampered [SSA13]. Tampering
[CG14a, SRAA17, SGp+17]. TAO
[Sta13]. Taormina [Cra12]. tap [ADG16]. target
[HRS16]. Targeted [ABJ13]. Tasks
[Abe12, FKS+13, CL16]. Taxonomy
[AJ16, GAF+15, KMS15, MA17]. Taylor
[Joh10]. TCC [Cra12, Lin14b, Sah13]. TEA
[CWP12]. Teaching [GY13]. Team
[LJS+14, Pfi10, Ant14]. Tear
[Boy16]. Tear-Free [Boy16]. TEASE
[ZBR11]. tech [Aono15e]. Technical
[Sir16, TS16b, Wag16, JW14, Suc12].
Technique [HEK18, KBL11, ZLDD14,
BBBP13, CPPT18, GCSAddP11, SM12,
SKS+18, TS16a, ZWS+18]. Techniques
[Bis17, DA12, GOS12, HPC10, HL10b,
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